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Abstract 
Summarizing is one of several study skills students arc asked to do as evidence of their 
ability to !cam from texts and it is one which students find difficult. Research suggests 
that part of the difficulty sllldents experience with summarizing is due to the lack of 
instruction students received in summary writing and the quality of that instruction. 
Therefore the purpose of this study was to design an instructional procedure for 
teaching summary writing to primary school students and to investigate the; effects this 
form of instmction had on students' summaries. 
This study involved pre-testing • instruction ·jn summarizing, followed by a Post Test 
and a delayed summary writing task. The Post Test was administered immediately 
following the completion of instruction. The delayed summary writing task was 
administered one month later and was conducted in order to investigate the durability. 
application and contextual usc of skills and strategies leamt from the instruction 111 
summary writing. 
The lnstmctional format for writing summaries was developed from a review of past 
research studies which had successfully taught students to summarize. The 
characteristics of procedures in each of the studies were tabled and the common clements 
identified. The rationale and theory behind these common clements were found to be 
similar to that of direct instruction, metacognitivc instruction and co-operative leaming 
strategies. Therefore the instruction procedure designed for this study was named the 
Combined Approach To Summarizing Procedure, or the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
The results indicated th..1.t for this sample of 21 Y car 6 students both the quantity and 
quality of infornmtion being recorded in their summaries increased. Students in this 
study improved and maintained the number of main ideas statements being produced in 
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their summaries and they were found to be combining main ideas and supporting details 
more frequently. Although immediately following instruction the amount of unimportant 
infonnation was reduced, and the an;ount of inferences increased, this was not 
maintained in the delayed summary writing task. 
It was found that there was no difference between the improvements made by lower 
ability readers and the remaining students in the study, in terms of the amount and type 
of information being recorded in their summaries. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One quality which seems necessary for success in secondary and further education is the 
ability to !cam independently. At the beginning of school, teachers arc largely 
responsible for the content, experiences and direction of teaming. As students progress 
through the school system the reponsibility for teaming shifts from the teacher to the 
student. 
One of the first steps oft(;n experienced hy children in taking responsibility for their own 
learning occurs in the transition from primary to secondary schooL This move is marked 
by two characteristics. Hrstly. there is a decrease in the amount of skills and stmtcgy 
instruction and an increase in the amount of content to be mvcrcd. The lack. of skills 
instruction a ppca rs to be more pre VHI cnt in rcadi ng and writing areas. Sc~..·ondl y , much 
of what students arc eXJ!t:ctcd to leam at secondary school \\'ill~..·ome from texts. In this 
way a large portion of the responsibility for succcssfulleaming rests on students' 
abilities to read and write and in particular their abilities to read and write infonnational 
texts. Therefore in preparing students for secondnry education, the successful 
development of independent study skills is both desirable and ncccs~ary. 
Gaining infomwtion from texts is often referred to as 'reading to learn' or 'study skills'. 
In order to read to learn students arc required to extract infommtion efticiently and 
effectively. critically evaluate that infomlation, and organize it so that it may be easily 
retrieved or recalled. Locke's study (cited in Paris & Myers , IY81) described reading to 
learn or studying as having" a split mental focus," because on one hand the focus is on 
the material itself while on the other hand students must monitor the mental processes 
used while studying. 
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Studying involves the ability to plan strategies purposely and to evaluate the 
effectiveness of those strategies in ~,ttaining the original task. 'l'he skills commonly 
associated with reading to learn include being able to locale infommtion, and being able 
to extract , organize and synthesize information for n variety of purposes. The types of 
strategies which fneilitatc reading to learn include reference skills, summarizing. outlining, 
and note taking. This study investigates the devclopn1cnt of one of these strategies, the 
development of summary writing skills. 
1.1 Statement of tht.• Problt.•m 
Summary writing \\'as chose I\ bet·ause it is a task students arc ff'.!qn~.:ntly asked to do as 
evidence of their ability to learn from texts and because students often appear to have 
difficulty with this task ( Hrown. Campione & !Jay. \lJXI: Wino.'.!rad. 1'-)l:W: Hahn & 
Gamer, 1%5). Research into students' difficulties with summary writing suggests 
students arc unaware of the tnsk dimensions involved in summary writing ~IIld that this 
may be the result of the amount and type of instrut·tion they have received. 
1.11 Students' Understandings of Summarizing,_ 
Research studies. nnccdotal evidence and discussions with teachers in the primary and 
secondary levels suggests that generally. students arc not ahle to summarize effectively 
or efficiently (Hill. 1991 ). While many studies generally con finn thnt most students arc 
aware that a summary is a shorter version of the original text and that it should contain the 
important infonnation (Myers & Paris, 197~). this awareness is not evident when 
students arc asked to produce summaries ( Hidi & Anderson, 1'-J~). 
One of the most common strategies young students employ when asked to summnrizc texts 
is to copy large chunks of infonnation vcrlmtim from the original texts ( Hrown & Day, 
1983; Winograd, 19M4}. There arc a number of suggestions as to why students copy text 
verbatim. f--irstly, students often do not unders~and the task requirements involved in 
summary writing (Gamer, 1984). Brown, Day & Jo11cs' study (cited in Baker & 
12 
Brown, !':A:s4) suggest students cxpertcnce difficulty selecting information which is 
texll!ally important. and other studies have found that students have difficulty reducing 
text to its "gist" by eliminating superfluous detail (Brown, Campione & Day, llJ~H ). 
Secondly, students arc unaware of other variables which influence their ability to 
summarize. The types of v<triables which influence students' abilities to sumnwrizc arc 
related to the lcamcrs' abilities. interests and experiences and texts' structure. content 
and complexity. Past rcsean.:h. reviewing the teaching of summarizing. suggests that 
students' ignorance of the summary writing task is largely due to the quality and quantity 
of instruction in summarizing ( Hill. Jl)(Jl: Gamer, llJs-4: Hrmvn & Day. llJH3: Hromlcy & 
McKevcny,IIJ&-l). 
1.12 Current instruction in summarizino 
In reviewing curriculum documents and tl!achers' guides. available in Australia. there 
docs appear to be a lad of explicit instmction on hov,.: to teach summary writing 
("Reading K-7 Teachers Notes". llJHJ: "hrst Steps". Jt)tJ2: Hidi & Anderson. liJg(); 
Archer& Gleason, 1992: Durkin, 1971..J). In fact much of the sun1rnary \\'riling 
instmction present in these documents appears to suggest teaching summary wnting by 
dcscibing what summarizing is. mther than explaining how to teach iL This example is 
typical of many instmclions on teaching summary writing; 
" ... give children time to read a paragraph silently then as a group summarize the 
paragraph. Before going on to the next paragraph blackboard a phrase. 
( presumably one the children have created). that captures the essence of the 
pamgmph. When all the par.tgraph~ ha\le been trcatcJ in this \\ .. ay. the blackboarded 
phrases should present a summary of the story. " 
( Reading K-7Tcachers Notes,!983. p. 81) 
In studies where instructional procedures for teaching summarizing were researched 
(Garner, 1984: Hill. 1991), further evidence can be found to support a Jack of quantity 
and quality of instruction in teaching summary writing. The sort of instmction described 
by teachers in these studies suggests that both teachers and publish-:rs underestimate the 
task dimensions involved in summary writing and the time needed in order to become 
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competent and confident. Bintz (1989) reports that many students and teachers perceive 
summary writing as a " re-activity ... that is students arc invited to reduce, reconstruct, 
reorganize , reproduce and represent other people's knowledge rather than to meaningfully 
construct and extend their own knowledge". The quality and quantity of instruction given 
to summary writing at the present time suggests that mauy teachers view summary 
writing to be a "low order skill". That is, summary writing is seen to be either an easy 
task which students eventually accomplish on their own or it is one which is not 
important enough to warrant explicit instruction and time. Such a view is contmry to 
resuii:~ found in recent research studies( Hidi & Anderson, 1 Y&J: Pressley. Johnson, 
Symons, McGoldrick & Kurita, 198Y). 
Recent research contlnns that summary writing is a far more complicated task than 
generally thought, particularly when summarizing involves infomJational texts (Winograd, 
1984; Pincus, Geller& Stover, Jl)l)6; Anderson & Hidi, JYl)Y; Taylor,IYB-4). 
Summarizing is described by Winograd ( 1%4) as rme of the "higher order" 
comprehension tasks asked of students. The number of skills and the variety of 
variables which affect the process of summarizing make it difficult to teach and diflicull 
to pertOrm, but none the less important to study. SummHrizing involves comprehension. 
selection , condensation and transformation of information. The ability to summarize is 
influenced by variables related to the text, the task, a wide range of skills and strategies as 
well as influences from the learners characteristics. Studies have found strong 
indications that summarizing skills arc developmental (Brown & Day ,1980: IYH3; Hare 
& Borchardt, 1985). Other sludies support the usc of summarizing or summary writing 
as a means of developing vocabulary, promoting critical thinking and comprehension, 
and improving learning from texts ( Hill, 1991 ). The deliberate and active orchestration 
of such a variety of skills implicates the usc of metacognitivc skills in reading (Hill, 19Yl ). 
Recent studies indicate that while there is a variety of successful summarizing strategies 
that mature readers usc (Pressley ct al.,l989), the instructional methods for teaching 
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them may be the key to students being able to successfully implement these strategies 
earlier than they may otherwise have done. Generally it can be found that when and 
where explicit instruction and prctcticc in summary writing has been provided, 
improvements in the usc of strategies and the quality of students' summaries have been 
found ( Kintsch & Van Dijk, l97g; Brown & Day, 19)30; Taylor, !9g2: Taylor& Beach, 
1984; Berkowitz, 1986; Armbruster, Anderson & Ostertag, 1989). In order for teachers 
to give explicit instnJction in summary writing they must be cognizant of I he demands and 
parameters of the summary writing task. They must also value the usc of summarizing 
enough to be willing to commit the time needed in order to practise and attain mastery of 
this task. 
1.13 Matching the development of summary writing skills to summary writing 
instruction. 
In this regard. the fum! problem involves matching the students' skills with the 
instructional program. While the quote, on page 17. taken from a primary school 
syllabus, indicates that instmction in summary writing begins in the primary school, it 
is often assumed that by the time students arrive at secondary school they wi II be nblc to 
summarize independently. Past research conlirms that mature stmmmrizers orchestrate a 
number of skills whilst stmtmarizing (Winograd, I t.ftY-1.; Taylor, I '-J84; Pincus, Geller & 
Stover, 1986; Anderson & Hidi, IYHlJ). 'J'hcsc skills include selection, condensing and 
transforming of information and that the strategies involved in the selection, 
condensation and transformation of infomtation from texts arc know to be developmental 
(Anderson & Hidi, Jl)g(}; Hare & Borchardt 19H5: Brown and Day, 19&3 ). 
Gamer ( cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986) suggests the development of summary wiiting 
skills occurs in three stages. ln the first stage, referred to as the deficiency stage. 
students tend to write summaries with no partkular strategy in mind. They perform 
similarly to young children. They tend to select information based on its personal 
interest and intrigue rather than information which is textually relevant. The development 
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of summary writing skills begins with students learning strategies which help them in 
the selection of appropriate information. 
When students approach the second stage, referred to as the 'inefficiency' stage, they 
tend to write summaries using a strategy, but one which is superficially functional, such 
as the copy-delete strategy identified by Brown and Day ( 1983). During this stage 
students begin to learn strategies which help them condense the infonnation they have 
selected. 
In the tina\ stage, referred io as the "efticicncy" stage, students apply a variety of 
strategies to suit the text and content. In this stage students develop strategies involved 
in the transfonnation of information, such as inventing topic sentences and reorganizing 
infonnation. It is this final stage which researchers agree is the most difficult to master 
and which is often not mastered until well into secondary school ( Anderson & Hidi, 
1989). In this regard, the assumption that students will have the necessary summarizing 
skills by the end of primary school places many students in situations where they wilt he 
perceived to have inadequate reading and writing skills. It would appear that in order to 
develop students' summary writing skills, teachers need to be more cognizant of the 
developmental stages of summary writing skills and to set summary writing tasks with the 
idea of continuing skills development. With current instmction, students may slowly 
develop summary writing skills simply by pmctice, however, teachers responsibilities lie 
in intervention which wi!l improve students' skills. With the development of more 
effective skills, students will develop their awareness of the benefits and applications of 
the summarizing task. Hence, students will be more likely to increase their 
understandings of the task parameters of summarizing. 
1.14 Summary of the Problem. 
This stu.dy evolved from the general dissatisfaction expressed by secondary school 
teachers about the summary writing skills of students entering secondary school. These 
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concerns appeared to be partly legitimate. 
firstly, curriculum documents and teaching guides for primary schoolteachers provide 
litLie instmction in summary writing, and discussions with primary teachers cunfinned 
that little time is spent actually teaching summary writing. This suggests that the lack of 
instruction in teaching documents may implicit!) indicate to teachers that summary writing 
is either an easy strategy to Jearn, or it is a strategy which is not as important as other 
skills given more emphasis in these documents. 
Secondly, discussions with secondary teachers suggested they expected summary 
writing to have been taught by primary teachers. This expectation is largely 
understandable given the tim·"! and curriculum constraints placed on secondary teachers. 
However as a consequence, students appear to receive little or no instruction m 
summarizing and hence when asked to write summaries in secondary school, they 
perform inadequately and somewhat like novices. 
Currently. the type of instmction rcceivcJ in summary writing and the time allocated to 
it, indicates that many teachers arc unaware of the task demands of summarizing, the 
time ncl•dcd to develop those skills to a level of mastery, and the signili1;:mcc of 
possessing summarizing skills. Since research has shown t~at students who arc taught 
explicitly how to summarize and who arc given opportunities to apply these skills arc 
significantly better summarizers than students who arc not, it would seem that the problem 
lies in educating teachers as to the importance of being able to summarize as well as 
showing them how to teach summarizing skills explicitly ( Kintsch & Van Oijk, \978: 
D[l.y, 1980; Brown & lJay, 1983; Bean & Stcenwyk. 1989; Hare & Borchardt. 1984; 
Rhinehart, Stahl & Ericson, 1986). Again, research has shown that summarizing skills 
take time to develop ( Brown & Day, 1983: Brown, Campion & Day, 1981; Gamer, 
1984; Hare & Borchardt, 1984). Therefore it is the responsibility of all teachers at all 
levels and in all subjects to spend some quality time teaching, revising, and practising 
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skills and strategies for summary writing. This author believes that it is through the 
development of explicit instructional procedures in summarizing that efl1cient and 
effective summarizing skills in students will follow. 
1.2 Common Elements Present in Successful Methods of Instruction in 
Summary Writing. 
To design a suitable procedure for teaching summary writing skills to year six students a 
review of successful research studies involving instructional methods in summarizing 
was conducted. The review revealed a number of different procedures, which ranged 
from simple, one sentence I une paragraph models, to more complicated models 
which included the application of a set of rules; the usc of graphic outlines: the 
construction of maps : and the usc of text structures or frameworks to write summaries 
(Pressley et al., 1989). 
Whilst many of these procedures usc different strategies to reach the same ends, there arc 
some common clements relevant to all the procedures reviewed. Firstly. it was found 
that most of the procedures contained activities classified as he fore, during and a.tier 
summarizing activities. Before summarizing activities predominantly involved oral 
interaction ranging from defining the task of summarizing to activating students' 
background knowledge and experiences. During summarizing nctivities predominantly 
involved a set of strategies to apply to the text in order tu select and condense information. 
After summarizing activities predominantly involved evaluating the written product. 
In reviewing methods of teaching summary writing most procedures had a similar 
overall objective. That is, each procedure endeavoured to focus students' attentions on 
selecting important facts, relevant to the author's purpose or meaning. This was 
generally achieved by identifying the overall topic, and relating the subsequent ideas to 
that topic in order to dctcnninc importance and order. The level of importance and the 
ordering helped students to select, condense and combine relevant infonnation. 
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A further consistent feature found in the procedures was the teacher's role. In each case 
the procedures for summarizing were explicitly modelled by the teacher so that initially 
the teacher was responsible for producing the summary. Gradually as the students 
became more familiar with the procedure they took over from the teacher. This resulted in 
the the teacher's role being diminished and the students taking full reponsibility for 
writing the summary. 
In all procedures reviewed, there was an emphasis on amount of time given to 
instmction and practice. Students were given many opportunities to practise summary 
writing either collaboratively or independently. Students were encourage to spend time 
re-reading the text, reflecting on the content, comparing and evahmting that content with 
the overall plan. 
In reviewing summarizing procedures, it became obvious that many of the underlying 
principles had been derived from research into successful reading comprehension 
instmction. In particular. the successful comprehension instruction re!atcd to research on 
direct instruction, metacognitive instruction and collaborative learning. theories. The usc 
of principles from these methods of instmction supports the development of a model of 
instruction in summary writing which not only instructs students on how, when 
and where to perform summary strategies, it also instn"· ;ts students about the 
JiRnificance of using certain strategies as well as encouraging students to se({ 
-monitoring and self -evaluate their usc of the strategies taught. 
1.21 Direct Instruction 
Research into the effects of direct instmction methods on reading comprehension have 
shown favourable outcomes ( Paris & Jacobs, 1984; Stevens, 1989). In Brown and 
Palincsar's study (cited in Brown & Campione, 1984), three direct instruction strategies 
were found to be the most effective: i) instruction in comprehension fostering strategies 
such as, what and how to perform strategies; ii) inslntction on the importance and 
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usefulness of those strategies (where, when and why); iii) instruction in strategies 
which monitor and check the results of implementing such strategies. 
In reviewing research in this area, the explicit teaching of what, when, where, why, and 
how to apply such comprehension strategies suggests that part of successful 
comprehension processing involves increasing students' awareness and control of what 
they arc doing. This aspect of instruction is related to developing students' mctacognitive 
knowledge of reading and comprehension, which is characteristic of mature and 
independent readers (Wong, 1986). 
1.22 Mctacognitive Instruction. 
Metacognition refers to the deliberate knowledge and control students have over their 
thoughts and learning activities, including reading (Brown, IY78; l'JHO; b'laveii,IY76 ). 
The knowledge aspect of mctacognition refers to awareness of the skills, strategies and 
resources needed to pcrfonn a task effectively. The control aspect refers to the ability to 
usc self-regulatory strategies, e.g. predil'ting, planning, checking, monitoring, reality 
testing, revising, and the co-ordination and control of attempts to study and solve 
problems (Baker & Brown. 1984). Metacognitivc skills therefore include those skills 
which arc deliberately employed to accomplish goals or ol~ectivcs in thinking or leaming. 
ln this study mctacognitive instruction in reading is represented by Brown's 
tetrahedral model (Brown, 19HO). ')'his model is described in figure 1.1. 
In Brown's model the variables of text, task, strategies and learner characteristics arc 
key areas to be considered when designing a plan for learning from texts. In designing 
the method of instruction in summary writing for this study these areas were found to be 
both relevant and interdependent. 
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STRATEGY 
I.E RULES & 
PROCEDURES 
TEXT 
LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS 
I.E PRIOR KNOWLEDGE, 
XPERIENCIOS & ABILITIES 
TASK 
I.E.ANAL YSIS 
OF SUBSKILLS 
I.E STRUCTURE, CONTENT 
COHESION 
1-'1 ourc 1.1: A Tetrahedral model for considering problems of learning from texts. 
(Adapted from Brown & Campione, 1981) 
1.2.3 Co-operative Methods of Learning. 
In reviewing and researching successful methods of instruction one needs to 
consider the natural learning contexts of the home. Research illlo the usc of "talking" 
and co-operative learning techniques suggests that providing students with situations in 
which they can co-opcrntivcly discuss problems and share ideas and solutions allows for 
a) a gn;atcr number of ideas to be processed, b) cognitive functions to be stimulated by 
discussion and evaluation, c) increased students responsibility and attitude towards 
learning, d) increased self esteem and c) the provision of a working model of how 
others think and process (Bruner, 19~6; Johnson & Johnson, 1987; Dalton, 1991: 
Cambourne, I Y8H). Using 'talk' in this way, students arc co-operatively solving 
problems and have ownership of the solutions. Students arc motivated to usc their own 
methods rather than blindly following someone elscs' method. 
One model of instruction which demonstrates this lcaming method is Campione's" 
Gradual Release of Responsibility Model of Instruction" (cited in Slater & Graves, I Y89). 
In this model learning tasks are modelled by the expert, followed by "guided practice" 
with the novice and the expert acting as a safety net. This continues until the novice can 
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independently complete the task and perform the task when needed. Figure 1.2 shows 
Campione's Gradual Release of Responsibility Model. 
All teaCher 
Modelling 
Gradual 
Proportjon of responsibility 
for task completion 
Joint responsibility 
Guided practice 
::::::-..... 
~ 
::----a. 
Release 
of Responsibility 
All students 
Practice 
and 
....... ~ application 
Figure 1.2; 'l'hc Gradual Release of Responsibility Model of Instruction. 
From P.O. Pearson amd M.C. Gallagher. The instrul'lion of reading comprehension, 
Contemporary Educational Psychology, Jl)~3. 8, .~ 17-J44 
1.24 Combining Successfullnstmctional Procedures in Summarizing With Direct 
Instruction, Metat:ognitive Instruction and Co-operative Learning Theory. 
In designing a method for instruction in summary writing it would sel.!m that many of 
the successful practices found in past instructional procedures in summary writing:. stem 
from the theoretical rationale behind direct instruction, metacognitivc instruction in reading 
and co-operative learning theory . Therefore common procedures found in these studies 
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were used to design a method of instruction . This method of instruction was named the 
Combined Approach To Summarizing Procedure. referred to as the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. In Figure I. 3 the C.A.T.S. Procedure is described diagrammatically. 
INTRODUCTION TO SUMMARIZING 
·clarify definitions of summary 
-identify and classify purposes for summarizing 
-identify characteristics of good summaries 
-share procedures for summarizing 
BEFORE SUMMARIZING 
·activate background knowledge usc text features. 
::; circle I note down the title, pictures, 
diagrams, noticeable words . 
-predict content by organizing the noticeable 
features i.e who/what, where & when, how. why. 
-predict text structure 
::::circle/note down headings etc. 
i.e graphic outline. If no 
headings usc topic sentences. 
DURING SUMMARIZING 
-read 
- confinn/ reject prcdil·tion. add. 
-confirm/ reject/ identify the text's topic 
- invent topic sentences in pamgmphs 
-delete small words rule 
- identify important supporting ideas. 
- conrlense lists of names nnd events 
- combine and order topics 
·rewrite information 
AFTER SUMMARIZING 
-self-check summary ngainst text's title 
-self-check use of rules 
-self-check notc:taking 
-topic+ supporting detniis 
-brief, use suit;tb[c abbreviations 
- use own words 
-~elf check understanding 
CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCESS 
-explicitly defined procedures 
-strategies modelled by teacher 
-collaborative mle fommlation 
-gradual student responsibility 
-guided group practice 
-informative feedback 
-shared responses 
-independent practice 
Figure 1.3. The Combined Approach to Summarizing 
-
Groups 
of four 
GUIDED 
PRACTICE 
Partner 
work 
-
-
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This procedure for teaching students to summarize combines the successful clements 
from past research studies with Brown's Tetrahedral Model for mctacognitivc instruction 
, and features of co-operative learning theol)' suggested by Campione's Gradual Release 
of Responsibility. 
Instmction begins with an introduction to summarizing. In the introduction, students 
define a summary and the specific purposes for summarizing. The actual summary 
writing procedure is divided into before, Juring and aj(er summarizing phases. The 
strategies to be used within each phase have been organized in the order in which students 
should summarize. These strategies arc further summarized in a list format. so that 
students can usc this as a checklist when summarizing ( sec Appendix I) . 'J'he diagram 
on the right hand side of the strategies indicates the student and teacher's role in 
developing the strategies. A major characteristic of this procedure is explicit teacher 
modelling and questioning in order to formulate rules for summarizing. This is 
followed by guided group practice of the summary writing rules. The guided practice 
includes peer/teacher feedback as well as comparing students' summaries with adults' 
summaries. This continues until students arc familiar and confident enough to 
summarize independently. 
1.3 Purpose of this Study. 
Based on the lack of instruction in summary writing, the nature of the task. and the 
time needed to develop summary writing skills the initial purpose of this study WRS tu 
design a model for instrucrion in summary writing which could be easily and realistically 
implemented in the primal)' classroom. The design was based on direct and explicit 
instruction in summa!)' writing in order to increase students' awareness and abilities to 
control the strategies involved in this task. It is hypothesized that by teaching students 
how to write summaries using the C.A.T.S. Procedure that they will be able to extract, 
synthesize and organize infonnation from texts more successfully. 
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This study's instructional design was aimed at ~eve loping the summary writing ~kills of 
students who would be classed in Gamer's "deliciency "stage (cited in Hidi & 
Anderson, 1986). That is, they arc students who have little or no experience with 
summary writing and usc random and incffecient strategies for selecting, condensing and 
combining information. 
While other models of instruction in summary writing have been successful, the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure has taken the common elements from a large number at ... udics in 
order to introduce "ineflicient" students to a range of the general strategies needed to write 
summaries. A future study may be to design a follow-up procedure which would further 
develop and reline the summary writing skills of older students. 
The second purpose of this study was to investigate the effect the C.A.T.S. Procedure 
had on students' summaries. In other words this study will investigate the quality and 
quantity of infonnation being recorded in students' summaries before and after C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. In addition this study seeks to establish whether the strategies taught in the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure arc durable. That is. arc students able to maintain the quality of 
summaries produced immediately after C.A.T.S. Procedure. in a delayed summary 
writing task. 
1.4 Research Questions 
The first question was formulated based on the understanding that C.A.T.S. Procedure 
differs from traditional summary writing instmction in several ways. Firstly, the 
procedure for summarizing involves explicit instruction on how to select, condense and 
transfonn information from the text. Secondly, the method of teaching summarizing 
involves a combination of direct instruction. metacognitive instmction and co--operative 
learning instruction. Therefore the following general question arises: 
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!\·there a difference between students' sumrrwries produced before and after 
instruction in the C.A.'I:S. Procedure , in terms of the quantity and quality of 
information produced in their !.'ttmmarie.o; ? 
The research to date suggests that while summary writing strategies arc thought to 
develop slowly and emerge later, teaching student:; to summarize using either direct 
instruction. mctacognitivc instruction or co-operative learning instruction has produced 
encoumging results . While other studies have used a varii~ty of procedures in summary 
writing , for example combining direct iustruction with metacognitivc development. and 
direct instmction plus co-operative learning instmction. this study combined the common 
clements of successful summary writing procedures. with three methods of teaching that 
procedure. This stu· c·ompares the differences between summaries produced before and 
after the C.A.T.S. Procedure and whether there is any difference between lower ability 
readers' summaries and successful readers' summaries. This study seeks io answer the 
following specific question: 
Is there any difference between the stmmwries produced hy /m.,•a ahi/ity readers 
before and ajier the C.A.'/'. S Procedure and other srudeflls' summaries heforc and 
after C.A.T.S. Procedure :' 
~inally, the third area examined in this study involvrs skills or strategy transfer. That is, 
transferability involves students applying the leamt!d summary writing strategies in a 
variety of situations. This implies that students arc in control of thdr teaming and they 
undt:rstand when and how to usc their summary writing stmtegics effectively and 
selectively. The research suggests that instructions which involve inducing a behaviour 
together with the control or monitoring of it not only enhance comprehension but arc more 
likely to result in transfer of skills and strategies across curriculum areas . The final 
question therefore seeks to answer the following : 
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Are students who have been taught how to write summaries using the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure able to tran.~{er their summary writing .\·kills to other learning situations? 
1.5 Overview of Design. 
This was a quasi- experimental study. It involved a small sample of 21 year six 
subjects. The sample subjects were all in the same class in an independent school. 
The subjects were pre-tested in their ability to write summaries. Over a 6 week period the 
subjects were instructed in summary writing using the C.A.T.S. Procedure , At the 
conclusion of the 6 week instruction period a Post -test summary was collected. 
One month after instruction in the C.A.T.S. Procedure had ceased another summary 
sample was collected in order to test the durability of the skills taught using the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. 
The studcnts'summaries from the Pretest • Post Test and delayed summary writing task 
were examined in tcm1s of the quantity and quality of infom1at!on presented. The quantity 
referred to the number of words recorded. The quality referred to the type of information 
recorded in students' summaries and the type of processing students were engaged in. 
The difference between the quantity and quality of students' summaries was used to reject 
or confirm the hypotheses. 
1.6 Significance of the Study; 
Summarizing is an important ski\1 required for learning from texts in all subject areas. but 
particulary in secondary and further education. One of the problems experienced by 
students in secondary schools is that much of the knowledge they are expected to learn 
has to be extracted from texts. Therefore students' abilities to summarize texts may in 
tum influence their abilities to learn. Past practices in schools suggest that students arc 
expected to be able to summarize texts without being shown explicitly how to 
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summarize . The ability to summarize texts, effectively and efficiently , docs enhance 
students' abilities to draw out generalizations, clarify meaning, and relate concepts in 
texts to each other as well as to the course content. The development of these skills also 
facilitates independence ialearning which is necessary in order to be successful at higher 
levels of education. 
This study is therefore significant because it demonstrates how this approach to 
summarizing is a means of (a) providing a framework for teaching summarizing (b) 
highlighting the active role of the reader in leaming to summarize (c) cncoumging 
sLUdents to take responsibility for mol!:toring and rellccting on their own skills and ( d) 
developing and facilitating gcneml skill!> that arc more widely applicable. 
1.7 Definitions 
Summary- a short article which reflects the main ideas of a text in a succinct and 
organized manner. That is, the main ideas are clcmly related to the title and arc described 
using a similiar structural framework to the origiual text. 
Summary writing procedure or summarizing process- a group of activities 
which enable students to write summaries. Within these activities arc strategies which 
students can employ in order to accomplish the activities. 
Summary Writing Strategies- the strategies that students employ in order to select , 
condense and transform information from a given text. e.g. Selection strategies include 
deleting infonnation which is irrelevant or redundant. 
Informational texts~ texts which provide factual infonnation, such as non- fiction 
materiaL 
Direct Instruction ~ detailed and explicit instruction involving the subs kills necessary 
to complete a whole task. 
Metacognition -is an awareness of what skills and strategies arc needed to perforn1 a 
task, and to control the usc of those skills and strategies in order to lcam. The control 
aspect refers to the ability to monitor the effectiveness of the skills and strategies used, 
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and to employ compensatory skills and strategies if needed. 
Metacognitive instruction- is instruction which increases students' understanding of 
the task demands and any influential variables. Mctacognitivc instruction aims to 
increase students' ability to self-monitor and self- evaluate the effectiveness of the 
strategies employed in order to complete a task. 
Task- refers to the acts readers arc asked to perform as evidence of their abilities to read. 
Text- the materials which readers are asked to read and extmct information from. 
Learner characteristics- those features of lcamers which may influence their abilities 
to perf ann tasks. 
Strategies- Those procedures the Ieamer employs to complete a task. 
Variables -those clements of the text, task, learner or strategies that may influence the 
learning outcome 
Main Ideas Statements- information in the text which is central to the authors' plan or 
macro-structure. In rating texts for main ideas. the adult raters were asked to mte the 
main ideas in a text as very important infonnation to the texts meaning. 
Supporting Details- information which supports the authors' main ideas or points. 
This information is of a lesser degree of importance. The aduit raters were asked to mte 
ideas in this category as important information. 
Trivial information- infonnal1on which appears in a text but which is not important 
or relevant. Often referred to as unimportant information, but may also include 
information which has been repeated or is rcdundent. 
Verbatim copied statements~ statements which have been directly transcribed from 
the original text. 
Combined idea statements - statements which combine ideas within or across 
paragraphs. Information contained in the combined idea statements is either very 
important or important information. 
Inferential statements- statements which arc important and relevant to the author's 
main ideas or supporting details but which arc not directly stated by the author. These 
statements will reflect the summarizers' background knowledge or experiences but they 
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must be pertinent to the author's meaning and not simply an unrelated or interesting 
sideline. 
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CHAPTElt 2 
LITE({ATURE ltEVIEW 
2.1 Introduction; 
In order to design a procedure for instruction in summary writing and to investigate the 
!!ffccts of that design, this study reviewed literature in the area of summarizing, direct 
instruction, mctacognitivc instruction and co-opl~rativc lcaming theory. 
This section of the review investigates summary writing or summarizing and its relevant 
definition in tcnns of this study. 'l'hc specific purposes for writing summaries arc 
investiga• ;d and the type of summary relevant to this study is determined. This is 
followed by a description of the process involved in summarizing and the development 
of the process skills as determined by past research studies. A number of variables 
which affect students' abilities to summarize arc identified and their implications to this 
study arc detennincd. This is followed by a discussion of current sununary writing 
instruction and a review of successful instructional research procedures in summary 
writing. Tlw common clements present in the instructional research procedures for 
summarizing were identified. The~e were used to design the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
In designing this procedure three theoretical mtionales for instructional design began to 
emerge. The rationale behind the C.A.T.S. Procedure was linked through direct and 
metacognitive instruction in reading and co-operative lcaming theories. The theoretical 
background and the major research findings in direct instruction, metacogniti vc 
instruction, and co-operative teaming arc discussed. The background and research 
findings from these methods of instruction were utilized in the instructional design of the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure . 
Finally ,in order to investigate the effects of the C.A.T.S. Procedure on students' 
summaries, methods of evaluating summaries were reviewed. From this review , a 
method was designed for evaluating summaries. 
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2.11 Summarizing 
In reviewing literature related to summary writing there is little variation in the detinitions 
of a :,urn mary. The presence of words such as hriej; reconstruction and main idea or 
synonyms for these appear fairly 1.:onsistently . Therefore in the t:ontext of this study a 
written summary is defined as the clear and succinct reconstruction of the most 
important ideas contained in a text. 
While summaries may be presented either orally or in a written mode, there arc also two 
distinct sources from which summaries may be constructed. Firstly. students may be 
asked to summarize something they have experienced, heard about or seen . This type 
of summarizing usually involves an oral response from students such as a retelling. but it 
may also be presented in a written manner such as recounting. In the second instance, 
students may be asked to summarize information from print. This source of summnrizing 
may involve oral summaries. but more often students arc asked to produce a written 
summary. This study is concerned with the production of a written summary based on 
information from a text. 
Within the context of written summarizing the;e arc two general purposes for writing a 
summary. A summary may be written for others lo read or it may be written for oneself. 
If a summary is written for others to read. it wili present infommtion succinctly. It will 
be short and clear, and the infom1ation will be presented in a polished manner such as 
abstracts, reviews and ?rccis. If a summary is written for oneself it is often written to 
help recall information, therefore it may be resemble an acronym or non-English 
statements, such as notes. The information is often used to mould ideas as part of a larger 
task such as a critique or exposition. 
It appears that it is important for students to have the opportunity to summarize for both 
purposes. However, summarizing for oneself tends to be the easier task because the 
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emphasis is on the strategies involved in extracting main ideas. Summarizing for an 
audience involves both extracting ideas and writing in a coherent and accC'ptable style, 
therefore it is the more difficult task. In this regard summarizing for oneself is a more 
su:table starting point , thereafter progressing to audience based summaries. 
2.12 The Process Skills of Summary Writing. 
Researchers agree that summary writing is a multi-disciplined task which involves high 
order cognitive operations ( Hidi & Anderson,J9g6 ; Winograd, llJH4 : Pressley et al., 
JYH9). Unlike other writing tasks, summary writing is not primarily concerned with the 
planning of content and structure. In summary writing the content and the structure arc 
already there in the fonn of the text. Hidi and Anderson ( JYg()) suggest that the major 
concerns in summary writing arc not how to plan and generate 1\C\V ideas, but to decide 
which infonnation to include and which to eliminate: which information can be combined 
while still maintaining sense; whether the original structure can or needs to be retained, 
and at the same time monitoring the output in relation to the original intended meaning. In 
this way a large proportion of summary writing is actually comprehension. In trying to 
discover the process skills involved in summary writing many preliminary studies 
investigated and analysed the summaries of young and mature readers ( Kintsch & Vnn 
tJijk, 197H; Brown & lJay 19~0; Hidi and Anderson ,J9g6). While the number of 
processes and the tcm1inology used to describe these varies between studies. Hidi and 
Anderson ( 1%6) considered the processes described by Kintsch and Van IJijk ( llJ78) and 
Brown and tJay ( JlJ83). They suggest that within each description three broad but 
common processes can be identified. The m<tior processes involved in summarizing arc 
described as the selection, condensation and transfommtion of information in a given 
text. 
The selection process involves the decision to include or delete information from a text. 
While summarizing, readers evaluate the topics or ideas being presented in tenns of 
importance. For example, ideas may be contextually important, that is of interest to the 
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reader , or ideas may be textually important, such as supporting details for main ideas. 
Generally, the selection process involves information being classified according to 
importance to the overall topic. If information is deemed unimportant, repetitive or 
redundant , it is deleted. However, in deciding whether in!'orrnation is important, it 
should be texually related rather than being chosen for readers' interests. in this regard the 
reader must remain objective, and keep the authors' writing purpose in mind rather than 
their own interest or intrigue. 
Another process in summarizing involves condensing information. In order to 
condense infonnation readers must determine if there arc any subordinate or more 
general terms that can be substituted for the detailed and specific ideas being presented. 
Again . information is classified. but with the intention of reducing. For example. lists 
of names or events arc reduced to one or two words which describe the list. 
The third process involved in summarizing is referred to as transformation or 
construction. In this proces..s the reader is working at the macrostructural level, that is, 
attempting to reproduce the meaning and strurture intended by the author. Topic 
sentences may be identified or invented. Ideas may be integrated and combined in order 
to determine or invent a top-level structure for the text. In the case of a summary 
produced for oneself, infonnation may be re-arranged and presented diagrammatically. 
In the ccsc of a summary produced for an audience this stage may involve readers 
constructing or creating their own sentences which more aptly explains the idea. 
2.13 LJevclopmcnt of Summary Writing Skills 
Having identified the main processes involved in summary writing it is appropriate to 
consider the development of the skills involved in each process. Current research 
indicates that generally, summarizing skills develop slowly and that proficiency may not 
even be achieved hy some adult readers. (Brown & LJay, 1983; Brown, Campione & 
!Jay , 1981; Gamer, 1984; Hare & Borchardt, 1984). 
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Initially , researchers believed that younger students perfonned the summary writing task 
poorly because they were not aware of what to do when asked to summarize. However , 
recent studies confirm that students as young as year I arc aware that a summary involves 
the elimination of certain parts of the text, which results in a shorter piece of writing than 
the original( Winograd, 1%4). This understanding was found to continue to some extent 
into the upper primary level where it was noticed students were beginning to suggest that 
the infonnation to be eliminated was the infonnation which was lmimportanl. As students 
progressed through secondary school it was noted that the definitions of summaries 
began to include statements about infonnation that was texlUally relevant as being the 
more important type of information to include in summaries. 
There have been several investigations into students' abilities to summarize. In a series 
of studies which analysed the summaries of year five, seven. eleven and college students. 
clear developmental trends were found, (Brown, Campione & Day, llJSl: Brown & Day, 
1983 ). These studies reported that college and year eleven students planned ahead. were 
more sensitive to degrees of importance, paraphrased more and were able to condense and 
rearrange text more readily. In contrast, younger students tended to write summaries by 
deleting or retaining the surface clements of the text. 
Several studies suggest that the selection process involved in summarizing is the first 
skill to develop and that this process is developmental. In selecting infom1ation which is 
important, one study found that adults were able to make fine discriminations in n1ting 
the important clements of a text and that these choices were made on the basis of structural 
importunce (Brown ,Smiley, Oay, Townsend & Lawton ,1977). However they reported 
that those ideas that children rated as important were different from those of the adults, 
and that children's choices tended to be guided by personal interest or peculiarity. This 
difference between adults and children's ratings was supported in a study conducted by 
Pichcrt and Anderson (cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986). Pichert and Anderson found 
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that children rated stories similarly to their peers but differently from adults. These studies 
also confirm that it is not until about 12 years of age that children begin to rate ideas 
similarly to adults. In Brown and Day's ( IYHO) study (cited in Brown, Campione & Uay, 
1981 ), the summaries of year live. seven and ten were analysed and over YO% of the year 
fives were able to delete both the trivial and redundant infonnation. However the usc of 
the other higher order skills appears to increase with age. In this w<~y. mature 
summarizers arc more efficient summarizers (Hidi & Anderson, 1%6) Studies involving 
the analysis of adult and college students' summaries reveal that mature readers arc more 
sensitive to infonnation which is texually important (Hare & Borchardt, I'-M4). Hidi 
and Anderson ( 1986) reviewed the findings of several studies and suggested that younger 
students were more likely to construct general representations of meaning( Johnson. 
19~3), rearrange texts by combining ideas across paragraphs{ Brown, !Jay and Jones. 
I%3) and usc inferential reasoning to accomplish the task ( Hrown & Day, JlJH3). 
·rhe process of condensing infomwtion appears to develop after the selection process and 
that this, too ,is developmental. Brown and Uay ( llJ&1) found that younger children 
condense information primarily by deleting and cop~'ing what remains. Whilst children in 
their seventh year begin to combine, generalize or find subordinate terms for descriptions 
and usc their own words, this skill develops very slowly. Adults. in contrast. construct 
general representation and delete specific content for more global tenns. 
Another characteristic of younger children is the sentence by sentence processing. Hare 
and Borchardt ( 19H4) suggest that children's summaries generally show very little 
deviation from the order of ideas presented in the original text. Adults, on the other hand, 
are more likely to combine ideas across sentences and paragraphs. However, 
investigations by Hare and Borchardt ( 1984), suggest that even college students arc 
reluctant to combine ideas across paragraphs and that this skill is characteristic of mature 
summarizers. The results from these studies sugg·~"l that the skill of condensing 
information is both slow and late in developing (Winograd, 1%4). 
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The selection or creation of topic sentences is a subski\1 involved in the transformation 
process. Research confirms that this is not only a slow and late developing skill but 
perhaps the most dillicult to perform. Brown and Uay (I %3) reported that in the group 
of college students in their sample, students invented sentences only 50% of the time. 
This skill is thought to be di!Ticult because the summarizer must search fur, and 
understand, the important elements' relationship to the whole text. This involves 
manipulation of large chunks of text and co~ordination of textually implicit ideas with the 
whole text. Some studies suggest that it may be unrealistic to expect children to achieve 
this skill before adolescence ( Anderson & Hidi. Jl)glJ). 
'l'hc results of these studies c.;onlinn that strategies for selecting information appear to 
develop first followed by the emergence of strategies whicb help condense information. 
The final process of transformation, combining ideas across paragraphs and /or inventing 
topic sentences appears to be the most difficult and that ,left on their own. such skills 
evolve gradually and appear much later. 
There arc several implications for this study. Firstly. in the selection process. Research 
suggests that students under II years of <~gc lind it diflicull to discem texually impOitant 
information from contexually interesting information. Therefore in reviewing procedures 
for summariziation, strategies which help students to identify text structure or 
organization should be incorporated. In this way, students will become aware of the 
various levels of meaning attached to an article and awareness of these levels will help 
students decide the degree of importance of an idea unit. Another strategy which would 
help students understand the difference between textual and contextual importance would 
be to provide examples of "good" and "bad" summaries for students to discuss and 
analyse. 
Secondly • in the condensing process it would appear that children under year six 
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predominantly condense by deleting and copying. Students need to be discouraged from 
using this procedure. One way to discourage the usc of delete and copy strategies is to 
clearly point out the inadequacies. Highlighting text structure or sca!Tolding rather than 
strategies which implicitly follow the sequential . scntenc(', by sentence processing of the 
text may help discourage delete-copy stmtcgics. 
Thirdly, in transformation (combining idea statements across paragraphs and inventing 
topic sentences). research investigating students usc of this process suggests that it may 
be a task beyond the skills of students under year seven. It may also be a skill whid1 
takes longer in which to attain mastery. In this way .regular and guided practice \vould 
encourage generalizations to be made about summarizing. 
Garner( cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986) uses summarizing to propose three stages in the 
development of stmtcgics for summarizing texts. She c:dls the tirst stage "deticicnc:y " . 
In this stage readers usc no particular strategies. Keaders pl..'rform much as novices 
would, selecting information based on personal interest and \Vith little or no sense of what 
is textually important. Considering the ora\ language experiences of younger readers, 
their personal background could quite logically link the summarizing to retelling a story. 
In this case the most interesting or unusual parts arc usually of the grentcst interest. 
The second stage is referred to as" inefliciency". In this stage readers begin to usc 
strategies. However the strategies chosen tend to be only mildy ciTcctivc. Gamer 
suggests the copy-delete strategy identitied by Brown and Day ( IIJ83) is a good example 
of a strategy which is mildly effective. In general the strategy is as follows: a) the text is 
read scnlcncc by sentence b) each sentences is evaluated for inclusion or deletion and c) if 
inclusion is decided the sentence is copied verbatim from the text. Taylor( llJ156) 
suggests that the decision to include information is often done with regard to its 
significance to the reader. That is , younger students tend to choose material which is 
unus•ml or of interest to them personally. Brown & Smiley ( 1978) confinn that the same 
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general strategy is employed by lifth and seventh grade notctakers. There appeared to be 
little appreciation of the need to extract main points and restate these in their own words. 
Instead students read the text sequentially, deciding on inclusion or deletion using 
inconsistent methods, and copying verbatim infonnation they had decided to include. 
While students at this stage arc predominantly employing selection strategies, towards the 
end of this stage students begin to develop and refine their ability to discern information in 
tenns of its relative importance. In other words, students at this stage arc beginni11~ to 
distinguish between information which is interesting and information in the text which the 
author intends to be important (Winograd, 1~). 
The third stage is referred to as the" efliciency" stage. In this stage readers usc 
effective and eflicient strategies in order to complete their summary. This would include 
being able to a) differentiate important information from trivia. b) identify infonnation 
which is redundant, c) condense text by combining and re-ordering, dl infer main ideas in 
paragraphs and e) re-organize or transform infonnation in order to present information 
cohesively. 
Brown and Day ( 1983 l suggest the developmental nature of the process skills in 
summary writing is consistent with the amount of text manipulation needed to perfom1 
each process. For example the first strategy involved in selecting infom1ation usually 
involves students considering the sentences in the text exactly as they appear. Students 
simply decide what will stay and what will go. Finding a subordinate term requires 
students to use their own knowledge and reasoning skills to imply a topic. The 
combining of infomwtion and /or inventing topic sentences requires much greater text 
manipulation, as students need to infer infonnation or add infom1ation in altempting to 
supply a synopsis in their own words. 
The target group of this study appears to be at Garner's second stage. According to 
Winograd's study ( 1984) students in the upper primary levels arc well aware that a 
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summary is a short piece of writing and that infommtion has to be eliminated. She further 
suggests that students in this group arc beginning to identify information which is 
unimportant and delete it. Studies by Brown and Day ( 1%3 ) confinn that in order to 
eliminate infom1ation students in this age group arc more likely to usc copy and delete 
type stmtcgies which have been identified as ineffective. With this in mind it is expected 
that the target students would be summarizing at the "incffccicnt" stage of skills 
development. 
Having identified and described the processes involved in summarizing and the proposed 
development of these process skills when left to current instructional procedures, it is 
important to consider that even when readers arc able to summarize in an expert fashion. 
there arc other variables which influence students' abilities to summarize. 
2.2 Variabl~s Which Aff~ct Summarizing. 
As described earlier, summarizing is a complex and multidisciplined task. It involves not 
only an awareness of the processes involved in summurizing but as part of a larger and 
more whole task, the reader must face other variables which intl•ICncc or interfere with the 
process of summarizing. t\s this study is concemed with designing a procedure for 
introducing summary writing it is important to consider other variables \vhich may 
influence students' abilties to summarize. in order to mnximise the effect of instruction so 
that students gencmlize and become confident with summarizing procedure<:;, this section 
will identify the main variables and discuss their effect on students' sumnmrizing 
abilities and the implications for designing an instruction procedure in summarizing. 
2.2.1 Text Related Variables 
The first group of variables influencing summarizing may be loosely classified as text 
related variables. That is, those features of the text which may intcrf•:re with processing, 
such as the length, the structure , text complexity and the content or topic. 
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Hidi and Anderson ( 1986) suggest that short paragraphs arc easier to summarize than 
longer passages because short paragraphs involve the selection of one or two sentences 
which best represent the ideas contained in that paragraph. However, in longer passages 
the processing load is increased and students arc required to make more evaluations and 
decisions about the relevance and importance of content. Summarizing longer passages 
requires students to integrate a number of deliberate strategies in order to select, condense, 
and transform the information presented in the text. It is most likely for this reason that 
many of the training or instructional models for teaching summary writing suggest 
beginning with shorter texts (Hidi & Anderson. I'Jg6: Hill. l'Y-Jl ). 
The structure or genre in which texts may be written is another text related variable 
which can interfere with summarizing. Many investigations have reported that children 
lind informational texts ;narc diflicull to summarize than narrative texts ( Hidi & 
Anderson, I yg6; Armbruster . Anderson & Ostertag. I %lJ: Pincus. Geller & Stover. 
llJH6). These studies suggest a number of reasons for this. Firstly. children tend to 
have experienced more narrative texts than informational texts, therefore it is a case of 
familiarity ( Hidi & Anderson, 1%6). Secondly. infonnational texts generally tend to 
handle more complex ideas. therefore the content may be less familiar to younger 
readers. 'l'hirdly, and perhaps more significantly, is the organizational aspect of text 
stmcture. The organization of a typical narrative is linear in structure. going quite 
logically from an initiating event to a conflict. to a solution. However, mfommtional 
texts arc less predictable and there arc different ways these texts can be organized. 
Researchers commonly refer to these text stwctures as the top-level struciUrcs ( Hart lett, 
1984). Informational texts can generally be classitied as a) description, b) sequence. c) 
cause-effect, d) compare and contrast c) problem-solution ( Armbmstcr ct al .• 19HlJ). 
Bartlett ( 1984) suggests that knowing the top-level stmcturc of a text is a key to 
understanding the writer's message because it provides the scaffolding which supports the 
main ideas in the passage. There have been several studies which have investigated the 
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effect of teaching text structure on students' abilities to summarize. Taylor ( 1982) 
reporteC: success in teaching students to use format cues such as headings, subheadings 
and paragraphs as indicators of the text structure. Armbruster and Anderson (cited in 
Annbuster ,Anderson & Ostertag, 1981J)) reported success in teaching students to make 
concrete, visual representations of the organization of texts. finally, Ambrustcr, 
Anderson and Ostertag ( 1989) combined the use of a simple generalized framework and a 
pattern for writing summaries which again resulted in students becoming more apt at 
finding and remembering main ideas of passages. This study also used the problem 
- solution text framework, which is considered to be one of the more difficult text 
structures for students. 
The implication for instructional designs seem to suggest that texts which conform to 
narrative frameworks arc easier to summarize. However in preparation for summary 
writing tasks in the secondary school, informational texts present the more difficull task, 
as well as being the more likely type of text students will be asked to summarize. 
Therefore, in the context of summary instruction it would be of more benefit to expose 
students to the type of text they arc most likely to be asked to summarize, such as 
informational texts. 
The research studies on text structure suggest that awareness of text stmcture aids 
comprehension because it systematically activates background knowledge allowing 
comprehension processes such as identification and inferencing to take place (Bartlett, 
1984). Since much of summarizing involves comprehension some studies suggest 
teaching text structure as part of summarizing instruction ( Amtbrustcr ct al., 19H9). 
Some studies also suggest that certain types of informational texts arc easier to 
summarize than others (Annbruster, Anderson & Ostertag, 1989). Therefore , it may 
be more r.ffective to begin instruction in summarizing informational texts with more 
familiar text structures such as description and sequence fonnats. This would particularly 
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apply to early instruction where students are grappling with strategies for summarizing. 
As students become more efficient and effective at applying summary writing procedures, 
students could progress to the more difficult cause and effect and problem/ solution text 
structures. 
The research on text structure suggests that the target students of this study , who appear 
to be at the "inetlicient "stage of summary skills' dcvelopement, will learn more 
efticiently, if they develop summarizing skills using descriptive and sequence text 
structures. 
Text complexity is another variable which inlluences students' abilities to summarize. 'l'cxt 
complexity refers generally to the language used in the text. Specifically students may find 
texts difficult to comprehend at the paragraph or sentence level. Understanding paragraphs 
can become difficult if the sentence stmcturc is elaborate or if the content is vaguely 
organized, such as the absence of topic sentences. At the sentence level the usc of low 
-frequency words or subject specific jargon can interfere with students' comprehending 
the idea or relationship between the sentence and the rest of the tcxl. Interestingly a study 
conducted by Brown and Oay ( 1%.3) revealed that as texts increased in difficulty 
even experts begin to summarize using a linear- paragraph by paragraph approach. 
2.2.2 Task Related Variables 
The second group of variables is classitled as task related . 'l'hesc variables arc 
concerned with the procedural aspects of summarizing which influence the production 
of a summary. such as the purpose for writing a summary, the time allocated to the 
task, and the absence or presence of the text while summarizing. 
As already discussed the purpose for writing a summary is significant in that the audiences 
for whom the summary is written will govern what is actually recorded. Summaries 
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produced for oneself arc predominantly conccmcd with reproducing the author's 
intended meaning i.e. reading, whereas summaries produced for others requires reading 
and the additional task of writing. With regard to the number of tasks, producing 
summaries for oneself has one task, therefore it would be the easier of the two tasks to 
perf01m. This has implications for instruction in summarizing, in that, whilst students are 
learning to summarize the comprehending or reading aspect of the task is the major focus 
and any additional task such as writing and its conventions, would detract from the task at 
hand. In this way, the research suggests that it is more effective if students begin 
instmction in summarizing by writing summaries for themselves and progress to the 
more demanding task of writing a summary for an audience. 
The final task related variable is the absence or presence of the text while summarizing. 
Hidi & Anderson ( 1Y86) proposed that having the text available during summarizing 
required a different set of cognitive operations than if the text was absent. They further 
suggested that access to the texts allows readers to scan for infonnation rather than 
relying on memory. In this way students could attend to the other tasks involved in 
summary writing such as condensing. Hidi and Anderson suggested that one 
disadvantage of the text being present was that students were more likely to copy text 
verbatim when the text was present. Hidi {cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986) conducted a 
study which investigated students summarizing under text present and absent conditions. 
The results obtained were somewhat ambiguous. However, it was found that students 
who had their text removed, did recall more seven days after the event, and their 
summaries showed greater deviations from the original text. That is, students were found 
to combine infonnation more when the text was absent. Hidi concluded that when texts 
were absent, students were more actively engaged in the cognitive processes involved in 
summarizing and that students' longwtenn retention was better than if the students 
processed infonnation with the text present. 
The l'esearch suggests that if the purpose for writing summaries is for students to learn 
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how to extract important ideas from a text and present that infommtion succinctly for 
others to read, then it is more appropriate to allow students to use the text whilst 
summarizing. 
2.2.3 Leamer Kclated Variables 
Of course there are other variables, such as learners' skills, abilities, interests, 
experiences, and knowledge which can also influence students' abilities to summarize. 
The nature of these Ieamer related variables makes them difficult to control , and if they 
were to be controlled the student sample would not be truly representative of the real 
classroom environment. However there is one variable involved in this group of variables 
which has recently been given attention by researchers. That is, the background 
knowledge of the learner. While acquisition of knowlege takes time, the ability to relate 
what is known to what is read is important in building up new knowledge. Generally 
older and more successful readers spend less time on known infonnation in order to spend 
more time on that infom1ation which is unknown, diflicult or new to them ( Ambrust~r & 
Brown ,IYtw). Studies quoted by Ambruster and Hrown ( JYg4) revealed that students 
who were able to use their background knowledge to clarify or make the material more 
memorable , performed betlcr on comprehension strategies than those students who did 
not usc their own knowledge. 
In considering the results from these studies it appears that the ability to activate prior 
knowledge is an important variable. Activating known information is one method of 
moving the Ieamer frum the known to the unknown. Hransford, Stein, Shelton, and 
Owings ( 1980) were able to report success in teaching children to ask themselves 
questions designed to activate prior knowledge. The use of readers' known knowledge 
allows them to predict story content and reject or confirm these predictions as they read. 
2.3 Current Instruction in Summary Writing 
While summarizing has become increasingly important to researchers, the favourable 
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results and findings of this research have not been readity tmnsferred to the dassroom ( 
Hidi & Anderson, 1986). Commercial programmes and teachers' guides, which are the 
primary sources from which teachers receive infonnation on what and how to teach, 
provide little or no procedures or guidelines on how to teach summarizing. In a number 
of current syllabus documents and teachers' guides it was found that "summarizing" was 
absent from many , and where summarizing was mentioned , the instructions were brief 
and vague. 'J'hc following i~structions for writing summaries appears in a Western 
Australia!\ writing syllabus. 
" Summarizing 
Writers present a general impression of what they have read. In order to do this they 
must have a clear understanding of the topic and the terminology. Summarizing 
involves; 
. selecting main ideas 
. identifying relevant and irrelevant ideas 
. extracting key words 
Points to Remember 
I) Introduce outlining first to the class, then move on to summarizing, which 
rcqLires more refinement than outlining. 
2) Have all children read a paragraph and discuss the main idea being expressed. 
Extend paragraphs to short articles, then to chapters. 
3) Encourage children to usc their own language to interpret the information rather 
than copying or paraphrasing. When they can do this, you know they have 
understood the topic. 
4) Precede writing with oral work. 
6) Use small group work to share ideas before making individual notes. 
Alternatively, individuals can make their notes and then share them with the 
group." 
("Draft-Writing K-7, Teachers Notes", pl74) 
Generatly, instruction such as this, tends to define summarizing rather than give specific 
teaching instruction. These instructions centre around the selection process involved in 
summarizing and they do not provide strategies which help children to identify the main 
ideas. While this instruction did suggest children team outlining first, the suggested 
instructions for outlining involved using a framework in which there is a main idea and 
several supporting ideas, simi liar to a paragraph. However, again these skills involve the 
selection of infonnation. The remaining instructional suggestions were concerned with 
the procedural development of summarizing skills. i.e begin summarizing with whole 
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class. progress to small group work and then individual, with oral summarizing 
preceding written summaries. 
If the above quote is typical of the type of instruction available to teachers, then this 
supports Gamer's ( 19S4) claim that instruction in summary writing is both meagre and 
inadequate. ll is also quite likely that in the absence of more informed instruction in 
summary writing that teachers refrained from teaching summary writing as a consequence 
of their own skills, knowledge, confidence or value for summary writing instruction. 
2.3.1 Instructional Procedures Involving summarizing. 
in contrast to the amount and type of classroom instruction in summary writing, 
researchers have shown increasing interest in summarizing. Three major trends have 
emerged in instructional research into summarizing. (Hidi and Anderson, 19&J). One 
trend in summarizing research has been to investigate summarizing as a way of processing 
texts and monitoring comprehension (Hayes, 1989; Carr & Ogle, 19H7; Palincsar, 19~; 
Palinesar & Brown; IY84; Baumann, 1984). Other research has investigated 
summarizing as a means of learning and recalling content ( Hllyes. I'JMY; Taylor & Beech, 
1984; Armbruster, Anderson & Ostertag, 1989; Rhinehart, Stahl & Ericson, 1986; 
Rerowitz, 1986) finally, summarizing research has investigated the effects of teaching 
students a set of rules for writing summaries ( Kintsch & Van Oijk, 1978; Brown and 
Day, 1983; Hahn & Gamer, 1985; Hare & Horchardt, IY85). 
A review of instructional procedures for summarizing was carried out. This review 
included ten research studies and seven procedural designs . The research studies 
included summarizing procedures which involved investigating !he effects of a set of 
rules for summarizing, summarizing as a process of comprehension and summarizing 
as a means of learning content. The procedural designs generally used summarizing as 
a process of comprehending or as a means of learning content. 
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The type of strategies suggested by these research studies ranged from simple one step 
strategies, simi liar to the type of instruction offered in curriculum documents, to more 
elaborate and explicit rule applications. The fact that one step procedures have generated 
some success suggests that any strategy is better than no strategy. 
In its simplest form summarizing can be achieved by constructing single sentences which 
capture the meanings of a paragraph. lJoctorow, Wiurock and Marks (cited in Hidi & 
Anderson, 1989) conducted research using this strategy and found that students abilities 
to remember text information were improved. 
Whilst the advantage of this approach is its simplicity, more complex procedures have 
produced more impressive results. After investigating the development of summary 
writing skills, a disadvantage of this approach is that it assumes that all paragraphs arc of 
central importance to the topic, which is not always the case, particularly in longer texts. 
Encouraging students to process texts sequentially may inhibit the development of skills 
which combine ideas or transform information. 
A second approach to summarizing involves the use of a set of rules. The most notable 
research involving thr usc or a set of rules was conducted by Kintsch and Van LJyjk 
( 197g), They suggested six rules that mature summarizers usc when writing 
summaries. Brown and Day (cited in Hrown & Day, 1983) studied the summaries of 
children, and experts and further adapted the rules suggested by Kintsch and Van Dijk. 
The first two rules involve the deletion of information. They arc; 
1) differentiate between important information and trivial infommtion and delete 
the unimportant. 
2) Identify and delete information which is redundant. 
The next two rules involve condensing the text by combining or rearranging the text. 
They are; 
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3) substitute a subordinate term for a list of items. 
4) substitute an encompassing action for a list of events. 
The tina! two rules involve; 
5) selection of suitable topic sentences . 
6) inferring a topic sentence if there does not appear to be one. 
A further study conducted by Brown and Day (IYH3) investigmed the summaries of 
years 5, 7 , lO and college students. They found the use of these rules was 
developmental. That is , younger students used deletion rules with YO% accuracy, 
whereas the more difficult condensing and invention rules were rarely used by the 11fth 
graders in their study. 
Bean and Steenwyk (cited in Pressley et a!., 19H9) successfully taught year 6 students to 
summarize using Brown and Day's rules. Students were taught to apply the summarizing 
rules to single paragraphs. The students given rules training out perfonned the control 
group who were not given rules training. 
Hare and Borchardt ( 1984) condensed and rephrased Day's rules so that they were more 
easily understood by students. They investigated the usc of rules training under two 
conditions, inductive and deductive instruction. Whilst the method of instruction in 
summary writing will be discussed later, the results from this research suggested that 
there was no difference between the inductive and deductive instructional methods. 
However there were signiticant differences between the experimental grolips (inductive 
and deductive) and the control group. These differences were found to be in the number of 
main ideas recorded and the usc of rules. 
In summarizing longer texts Barbara Taylor (cited in Pressley et al., 1989) investigated the 
use of text headings , subheadings and paragraphs to develop an outline of the text. The 
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students in Taylor's study were taught to generate main ideas from every paragraph, 
subsection and section. Students were instructed to generate a key 1dea which 
encompassed the entire passage. Whilst the purpose of Taylor's study was to help 
students study, her results , which reported increased recall of expository passages, arc 
important. Firstly, increasing the ability to recall infonnation in this way reflects a form 
of concept mapping in which a graphic representation of the ideas is pictured . Students 
are then able to usc the main ideas to trigger off supporting dct"ils. This places less strain 
on the memory and more emphasis on meaning. Secondly, the process involves a high 
level of comprehension in which students must actively and deliberately usc strategies. 
This skill has been identified as a characteristic employed by mature summarizers ( Hidi 
& Anderson, IYHY; Brown & Day, 19&3, Winograd, 19~). 
Another approach to instructional research in summarizing was designed by Rhinehart, 
Stahl and Ericson (1%6). This design involved the usc of four rules. The first three 
rules were taken from Kintsch and Van Dijk's( 197H) study, which appear on page 53. 
However, the fourth rule was modelled on Taylor's (cited in Pressley ct al., 1989) text 
related instructional design. In this study, Y car 6 students received five I hour lessons 
in summary writing instruction. The instruction included defining a summary, teacher 
modelling the process of finding main ideas and demonstrating how these relate to the text 
structure. After all the mles were introduced the students were given practice applying 
these mles to individual paragraphs. By the end of the training, students increased their 
recall of main ideas from passages compared to a non-trained control group who read the 
same passages. 
A similar approach to summarizing was devised by Baumann ( 1984) who used graphic 
metaphors such as an umbrella or a table top to demonstrate the relationship between the 
main ideas and the supporting details. Baumann's training improved students' skills at 
constructing well organized summaries, but reported no difference between the recall 
ability of trained and no-trained students. 
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As a progression from Baumanu's study, Berowitz (1986) taught Y car 6 students to 
construct maps of passages. Students were taught to write the title of the passage in the 
centre of the page. They were instructed to survey the text for six other main ideas. 
Students placed these strategically around the title. 1-'0ilowing this, students located two 
or three important details in the passages that were associated with the main ideas. 
Students were then taught to draw a box around each main idea and supporting details and 
to usc this graphic summary to self- test. Again overall recall of passages was improved. 
A further investigation into instructionai procedures for summarizing was conducted by 
Annbruster .Anderson and Ostertag ( 19'tf7). Am1brustcr eta! taught Y car 5 students 
about problem I solution structure which they suggest characterizes many social studies' 
texts. Students were taught to a) recognize the problem/ solution structure b) take notes 
on the problem /solution structure using a visual representation called a frame, and c) 
write a summary of the infOrmation using the frame. Students were instructed over eleven 
consecutive school days for about 45 minutes per day. The instruction featured teacher 
modelling of explicitly defmcd procedures, guided practice , teacher monitoring with 
corrective feedback , and independent practice. Armbruster et al reported improvements in 
comprehension and summary writing. 
Although not scientifically researched. a number of other instructional designs for 
summariziation have been fommlated and suggested in reading education literature. 
Many of these suggested procedures arc based on findings from the major research in 
summarizing. 
Archer and Gleason ( 1989) have recently published a study skills book with a teachers' 
handbook. The teachers' handbook provides explicit instruction in a number of study 
skills, while the students book provides student checklists for the new skills, practice and 
maintenance examples. Students are encouraged to predict the content and stmcture of the 
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text by using text features such the title, subheadings, introduction and the article's 
summary. Explicit instructions arc given in order to help students identify the topic of 
a paragraph and the supporting details. This is further emphasized by the introduction of 
notetaking. Students begin instruction with the teacher modelling and working through 
an expert's summary. This is fo\lowed by students working with a partner followed 
by independent summarizing. Again this method of summarizing is aimed at a summary 
for each student's purpose, and to help students recall information. 
Hayes ( 1 ygg) designed a similiar procedure to Archer and Gleeson. His procedure was 
adapted from Manzo's (I %8) Guided Reading Procedure, in which the teacher leads 
students to extract and organize information from the text. Hayes' method includes 
summary writing instruction therefore it was named Guided Reading And Summarizing 
Procedure ( G.R.A.S.P.). Initially, the purpose for reading is to summarize and this 
provides another opportunity to further clarify summarizing. In this procedure students; 
-read and brainstorm recalled infonnation. 
-reread to add or delete infonnation. 
-classify and order the recorded information. 
-"polish" notes. 
Another procedure developed by Carr and Ogle ( l9'tS7) is known as K-W-L Plus. In 
this procedure students work through phases which involve what they already know, 
what they want to learn, and what is new or learned infonnation. Before summarizing 
students brainstorm what they know about the topic. The known information is 
categorized and questions arc formulated. Students read the text and record infonnation 
which is new. This is followed by students answering their questions and discussing 
what was learnt. 
In order to write the summary students usc a graphic outline. The answers to their 
questions are classified under general topics. The topics arc ordered and the topic name 
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becomes the topic sentence and the answer or remaining infonnation becomes the 
supporting details with irrelevant infonnation being deleted. Carr and Ogle ( 1987) claim 
that this procedure helps students with the most ditTicult aspects of summarizing , the 
selection and organizing of information, because information is selected in K-W-L and 
organized and integrated during the mapping, The outline produced in the mapping can 
be adapted to either Ieamer or audience centred summaries. 
2.3.2 Commmonlnstructional Activities Found In Summary Writing Research 
Whilst this review is by no means comprehensive, a common organization pattern is 
evident from those procedures reviewed. In many of the procedures, the suggested 
activities arc grouped as hejore, Juring and after summarizing. Therefore in order to 
identify common activities present in the reviewed procedures this study discussed the 
activities suggested using those headings. A summary of the procedures reviewed 
appears in Table I. 
2.3.3 Common Instructional Activities in the Bdore Summarizing Phase. 
The before summarizing activities are defined as those activities the students arc 
encouraged to participate in before they have read the text. The most common of these 
summarizing activities include I) understanding why the text was being read and 2) 
predicting the text's content and structure by using the text's features to activate 
students' background knowledge. Of the eighteen procedures reviewed: eight 
procedures suggest instruction should begin with defining and clarifying what a 
summary is (Hahn & Gamer, 1985; Gambrell ct al., 1987; Bromley & McKcvcny, 1986; 
Annbruster, Anderson & Ostertag, 1989; Hare & Borchardt, 1984: Rhinehart et al, 1986; 
Archer & Gleason, 1989; Hayes, 198Y) . The most common strategies used to reach this 
goal included general discussion (controlled teacher questioning) , previewing "good" 
and "bad" summaries, and identifying the characteristics of "good'' summaries. 
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Table I 
Common Instructional Features Found in the Reviewed Summary Procedures. 
RESEARCH STUDIES 
I Day, 1980 
2 Brown & Day, 1983 
3 Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1983, 1985 
4 Baumann, 1984 
5 Hare & Borchardt, 1986 
6 Bean & Stccnwyk, 1984 
8 Hahn & Gamer, 1985 
9 Rhinehart, Stahl & Ericson, 1986 
SUMMARY PROCEDURES 
10 Armbruster, Anderson & Ostertag 
1979. 
II Hayes, 1989 (GRASP) 
12Carr&Oglc, 1987(K.W.L) 
13 Gambrell, Kapinus & Wilson, 1%7 
14 Bromley & McKcvcny, 1986 
15 Dockdrow, Wittock & Marks. 197g 
16 Archer & Gleason. JlJ92 
17 Gold, 1990 
Procedure & Strategies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 
BEFORE 
Define summary • • Identify "good summaries • • Generate procedures • Establish reason for summary • • • 
Generate questions to answer • Given writing framework • Activate background knowledge • Classify background knowledge • Predict text structure • • • Model a set of rules 
DURING 
Delete unnecessary information ••• •• •• Collapse list of events and names ••• •• •• Combine information ••• • • Identify topic sentences •••••••••• • • • • • • • Brainstorm remembered facts • Rate importance compared to title • • • Order infonnation • • • • Reread to add or delete facts • Classify facts , invent topic headings • Divide texts into units (headings etc) • • • • Record infonnation which is "new" • Paraphrase • Use writing frameworks to Sf'.lect • Use diagrams or metaphors • AFTER 
"Polish" summary • • • Apply an "efficiency" rating 
• Compare with "experts" • • • • Shan. "'"d discuss with peers 
• • Discuss what was learned 
• Answer questions • Relate to own know/ experience 8 
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Another common instructional activity involved in this phase was to identify a context 
for summarizing. In this regard a context for summarizing becomes complex because on 
the one hand there is a purpose for reading while on the other hand there is a purpose for 
writing. As well as establishing a context for reading many of the more recent studies 
suggest the need to establish a context for writing. 
One variable which influences writing is knowledge about the audience. Summaries may 
be written for the students' themselves, (usually in note form), or they may be written 
for an audience, in which case they arc more "polished" . 
In all of the' before' reading activities , students are encouraged to skim & skan texts for 
prominent features. These features in tum trigger off ideas from the students' own 
knowledge and experiences. In this way before reading activities tended to highlight the 
significance of students' background knowledge and the active role they play in 
summarizing, whilst the text is seen as a "springboard" for ideas. 
Generally the teacher' s role in this phase appears to be the preparation of students for 
reading I writing by providing contexts for reading/ writing . In most cases this is 
achieved by verbal discussion and questioning. with little reading or writing by the 
students. 
2.3.4 Common Instructional Activities in the During Summarizing Phase. 
The during summarizing phase is defined as those activities in which students engage 
when reading and summarizing the text. This phase in summary writing instruction 
presented the greatest range of activities and was the most difficult to tabulate because of 
the varying order in which similar strategies were applied. Therefore in order to identify 
common strategies involved in the durin~J summarizing vnase , the proposed activities 
from each procedure were further classified into activities involved in the "selection", 
"condensation" and "transfonnation" of infonnation. 
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The "selection" of infommtion from the text is largely determined by its level of 
importance and whether it is redundant or repetitive. As texts usually have a title, it 
was generally agreed that titles be used to determine the overall meaning as well as the 
degree of relevance or importance of other textual clements (Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978; 
Hahn & Garner, 1985; Taylor & Beach, 1984; Rhinehart ct al, 1986; Baumann, 1984; 
Berowitz, 1986; Armbruster et al., J9gtJ: Archer & Gleason, 19g9 ). 'l'hc strategy for 
overall meaning identification commonly involv<:d answering the question "what is the 
author talking about?". The answer to this question was then generally used in a 
graphic metaphor, but it is nl this point that two distinct instructional approaches appear. 
Most studies appeared to follow on with the author's textual composition ( H<~hn & 
Garner, !985; Hayes, 1989: Carr & Ogle, IIJ87; Taylor & Beach, 1984; Bromley & 
•.kKeveny, 1986; Kintsch & \·.:11 1);; 1,. 197g; Brown & lJay, 1983; Rhinehardt ct a\, 
')86; Hare & Borclmrdt, 1984) whit..: two of the reviewed studies identilied a 
"general" text structure and worked with an outline of this ( Annbruster eta!., 1989; 
"Secondary Perspectives" ,!990). 
In using the author's existing framework, the strategies for identifying overall ideas and 
main topics ranged from underlining or inventing main topics actually in /on the text, to 
recording titles /subheadings strategically or diagrammatically on paper. In some c<~ses 
the students did this prior to reading, it1 which case after reading they either confirmed, 
rejected <1nd added information. In other cases this was done after reading, in which they 
recorded what they could remember and then used the text to confirm, reject and add 
information. In both cases, once these topics were identified, they were used as 
measures of relevance or irrelevance for the remaining information. 
In "condensing" information students arc required lo reduce, combine and substitute 
superordinate tenns for subordinate tcnns. In most of the procedures reviewed this 
involved grouping infonnation ( Hahn & Garner, 1985; Hayes, 1989; Carr & Ogle, 1987; 
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Gambrell, Kapinus & Wilson. 1987; Taylor & Beach, 1984; Kintsch & Van Dijk, !978; 
Brown & Day. 1983; Rhinehardt et al, 1986 ; Baumann, !984; Hare & Borchardt, 1%4 ) 
. That is, lists of events or items were collapsed, and between paragraphs, topic 
ideas were grouped, followed by further selection processing. 
The final process involved in summary writing is "transformation". Transfonnation 
activities largely involved paraphrasing or" saying it another way". Students were 
generally encouraged to usc existing topic sentences if these were succinct. However to a 
large extent the identification of overall meaning or the macrostructure was achieved in the 
earlier selection process. 
During summanzmg activities included monitoring comprehension, 
Palincsarcmploying meaning getting strategies, identifying top level structure, relating 
tcxua!ly important main ideas and supporting details, combining and condensing 
information ,underlining and/ or notetaking,and organizing information . 
2.3.5 Common Instructional Activities in the Aller Summarizing Phase 
Not surprisingly with all the activity being in the second phase, the third phase involved a 
smaller number of activities with less variation. The qfter summarizing phase generally 
involved comparision and evaluation, although editing skills were important in reader 
based summaries. Comparison was a common strategy in six procedures( Hahn & 
Gamer, 1985; Hayes, 1989; Bromley & McKeveny, I %6; Annbrustcr eta!., 1989; 
Rhinehart ct al., 1986; Hare & Borchardt, 1984). That is, students were either 
encouraged to share and discuss their summaries against their peer's or they were given 
an expert's summary to self evaluate. 
Another after summarizing activities involved the usc of a checklist or guideline. Five 
of the reviewed procedures outlined a checklist of summarizing activities for students to 
follow and check through (Armbruster et al., 1989; Rhinehart et al., 1986; Bcrowitz. 
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1986; Hare & Borchardt, 1984; Archer & Gleason, 1992). This phase was characterized 
by critical evaluation, substantiation and self monitoring. 
2.3.6 Combining Common Procedures Found in Summarizing. 
In order to clarify the common clements in instructional procedures for summalizing 
Table 2 was formulated. The summary provided a basis for developing instructional 
strategies which combine all of the most effective strategies demonstrated through the 
research. 
The ability to summarize has already been shown to be a useful strategy for studying and 
further education , however in order for students to generalize their "ummarizing ski Us to 
other subjects or real life situations, in other words transfer their skills and strategies, they 
need to understand not only how to summarize blll, when, where and why. In order to 
present students with more than just a set of rules or procedures to follow blindly, this 
study further reviewed methods of instruction in reading which have been deemed 
successful. 
Many of the clements present in the instructional researcr procedures for summarizing 
suggest that not only is the what to do important in designing a procedure for 
summarizing but the how, when , why and where arc aiso important considerations. 
Many of these successful conditions for learning the how, when, wh.v and where 
can be related to the theory and rationale behind direct instruction, metacognitive 
instruction in reading and collaborative I co-operative teaming instruction. Therefore in 
designing a procedure for teaching summarizing the successful instructional 
characteristics involved in direct instruction, metacognitive instruction and collaborative/ 
co~operative learning instruction were reviewed. The major principles underlying these 
fonns of instruction have been applied to the instructional procedures involved in the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
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Tab!e2 
Summary of the Common Instructional Procedures Found in the Reviewed Procedures. 
BEFORE SUMMARIZING 
- activate background knowledge using text features. 
= circle I note down the title, pictures, diagrams, noticeable words. 
-predict content by organizing the noticeable features 
=who/what, where & when, how or why. 
-predict text structure 
= circle/note down headings, subheadings i.e gmphic outline. Where there 
are no headings use topic sentences. 
DURING SUMMARIZING 
-read 
- confim1 or reject against prediction, add if necessary 
- confinn/ reject/ identify the text's overall topic 
-confirm/ reject or invent topic sentences in paragraphs 
-delete small vmrds rule 
-relate remaining information to topic sentence/ ovcmll topic in order 
to identify relevance and therefore support for main ideas. Baumann- condense lists 
of names and events 
-combine and order topics 
• rewrite information 
A~'fER SUMMARIZING 
-self-check summary title against text's title 
- self-check use of rules 
-self-check noletaking- Lopic +supporting details 
-brief, usc suitable abbreviations 
- use own words 
-self check understanding 
2.4 .I Direct Instruction 
In reviewing the above procedures offered as effective instruction for summarizing, many 
of the procedures can be associated with direct instruction. Direct instruction is 
described as " having academic focus, academically engaged time and controlled practice, 
all of which can be linked to academic achievement gains" ( Hare & Borchardt, p 64, 
1984). 
There are several notable features of direct instruction which the instructional research 
studies reviewed thus far have indicated . Firstly, as a prerequisite to summarizing 
instn1ction the processes involved arc clearly and explicitly identified by the instructor 
( Brown and Day, 1983; Rhinehart et al., 1986). Secondly. lessons arc developed in order 
to teach the processes. The development of lessons includes, expert modelling the 
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processes, clear explanations, instruction in which learners increase their 
responsibilities for completion of the task , regular and informative feedback, and 
instruction which develops logically from simple to complex. concrete to abstract, and 
from control or contrived texts to realistic examples (Taylor. I 9H2; Ann buster et al., 
1987). Palinesar and Brown ( 1984) report that the most effective instruction included 
comprehesion fostering strategies. instruction on the importance and usefulness of 
strategies and metacognitive monitoring strategies which checked the appropriateness of 
strategies. Ideally upon the completion of instruction, the learner maintains the skills 
over time and is able to apply or transfer these new skills to new situations. 
Research in direct instruction on a variety of comprehension strategies has shown 
favourable results (Baumann, 1984; Patincsar & Brown, 1984). Day's study (cited in 
Brown, Campione & Day, 1981) on summarizing involved training students under four 
conditions; 
1) self-management- students were given encouragement, typical of traditional 
instruction in summarizing. 
2) rules- students were given six n1lcs identitlcd by Brown and lJay ( 1980) 
3) rules plus self management -a combination of I and 2 
4) rules plus monitoring- students were given explicit instructions in the rules 
and in monitoring the rules i.e. how to check. 
In summarizing the results of their study, Brown, Campione and lJay ( 1981) found that 
students who received integrated self -monitoring with explicit strategies for writing 
summaries, exhibited greater accuracy in their summaries than the other training groups. 
This indicates that it is important to provide instruction in monitoring and regulating 
activities as well as clear instruction about the activity . 
Paris and Jacobs ( 1984) attempted to provide explicit instmction about comprehension 
strategies. This was done through the usc of analogies . ~or example "reading is like a 
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puzzle" . The results of Paris and Jacobs' study indicated that students with strategy 
training were more aware of comprehension strategies and the importance of using them. 
They further confirmed that students with higher strategy awareness performed betler on 
comprehension measures such as cloze passages and error detection measures. Stevens 
and others ( 1989) suggest that an important aspect of direct instruction training is 
explaining the rationale and usefulness of the comprehension strategies being suggested. 
A further implication from the results of both of these studies is the emergent usc of self 
regulatory strategies. Students' abilities to monitor their cognitive activities is referred to 
as the" metacognitive aspect of strategic instruction" (Stevens ct al., 1989), and this 
combination of instructional procedures, which increase students' awareness of the 
importance of strategies, seems to promJte independent and self-controlled usc of these 
strategies ( Paris & Jacobs, 1984). 
2.4.2 Metacognitive Instruction. 
Another example of effective instruction in summarizing is that of metacognitive 
instruction. Metacognition is referred to as the deliberate and conscious control students 
have overthcirown thinking. Flavell (1976) suggests that mctacognition: 
Refers to one's knowledge concerning one's cognitive processes and products 
or anything related to them e.g. the learning- relevant properties of 
information or data. For example, I am engaging metacognition if I notice 
that! am having more trouble learning A than B; if it strikes me that I .shoutd 
double check C before accepting if it is a fact; if it occurs to me that I had 
better scrutinize each and every alternative in a multi- choice type task situation 
before deciding the best one, or if I become aware that I mn not sure of what 
the experimenter really wants me to do; or if I sense that! had better make note 
of D because I really might forget it .(p. 232) 
Within this domain of deliberate engagement, Flavell ( 1976) suggests there exists at least 
two components. Firstly, the knowledge or awareness of what skills, strategies, and 
resources arc needed to pcrfonn a task effectively. Secondly, the control aspects of the 
task which involve self-regulatory strategies such as checking the outcome of an attempt 
to solve a problem, planning the next move, evaluating its effectiveness, and remediating 
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any difficulties by using compensatory strategies (Brown & Baker, 1984). 
In applying the concept of metacognition to reading, Wong (1986) proposes that "good" 
readers are aware of the purpose for reading and differentiate between the task demands by 
self questioning before reading. Good readers proceed with reading having chosen 
suitable reading strategies and monitor and evaluate their level of comprehension, taking 
action when comprehension fails. Anne Brown ( J9gO) suggests mature readers proceed 
on "automatic pilot", which is largely unconscious -until a "triggering event" alerts them 
to comprehension failure. They then slow down and deliberately employ "debugging" 
stmtegies. (Brown, I %0; Armbruster & Brown, 1%4 ). 'l'hese debugging strategies arc 
skills of metacognition. Whim bey's ( 1975) characterization of a "good reader" clearly 
demonstrates the mctacognitive skills under discussion . 
A good reader proceeds smoothly and quickly as long as his 
understanding of the material is complete. But as soon as he senses he has 
missed an idea.... he slows down, seeks clarification in the material, 
examines it for the light it can throw on the earlier trouble spot. If dissatisfied 
with his grasp, he returns to the point where difficulty began and rereads the 
section more carefully. He probes and analyzes phrases and sentences for 
their exact meaning, he tries to visualizc .... dcscriptions and through a series 
of approximations, deductions, corrections. He translates scientific and 
technical terms into concrete examples. (p. 91 ) 
Metacognitivc instruction, therefore refers to instruction which develops students' 
awareness of what skills, strategies and resources are needed to perform a task and how to 
involve self -regulatory strategies. When planning an instructional model for readi11g, 
Brown ( 1978) suggests that for effective learning to take place educators need to identify 
the influences of four variables. These variables are described as a) the text- its 
characteristics and nature, b) the critical task, c) the strategies or activities in which 
learners engage and d) learners' characteristics including their abilities, motivations and 
background knowcdge. Brown represents these variables in a tetrahedral model (sec 
figure 13). This model was used earlier to identify and determine the intluenc\~ of such 
variables on the instructional process of summarizing. Howcver,just as educa:ors have 
to develop insights into the summarizing task, metacogni~ivc instmction aim~; to 
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develop such insights in students (Brown, Campione and Day, 1981). 
Many studies have been carried out in order to dctem1ine the extent of students' 
mctacognitivc awareness in a variety of reading tasks( flavell, 1976; Brown , 1975;197g; 
1980; Brown & Campione, IY78; Clay, 1973). Results generally confirm that the 
development of mctacognitivc skills in reading is related to proficiency in learning 
( Armbruster, Echols & Brown, l Y83 ). Younger and less successful readers have less 
understanding of the variables involved in the learning situation and how they affect their 
ability to learn. Furthcnnore, younger and less successful readers tend not to usc what 
they do know to enhance their learning. 
However, since such studies indicate that older and more mature readers do possess 
metacognitive skills in reading, it is suggested that when left to their own, mctacognitivc 
skills develop slow1y a1d emerge later than other cognitive tasks (Armbruster & Brown 
, 1984). Evidence in favour of this trend is apparent in a study conducted by Myers and 
Paris ( !978). 'I' hey reported younger students perceived reading as an orthographic -
verbal translation problem rather than a meaning construction and comprehnsion task and 
they tended to focus on decoding goals rather than semantic related goals for reading. 
Myers and Paris also suggest that some of the current !nstructional methods in reading 
actually inhibit metacognitive skills' development. They suggest that teaching students to 
identify reading goals and therefore how to employ specific reading strategies is crucial to 
effective and efficient reading skills. 
Rowe (1988) suggests one major benefit of metacognitive instruction is that in giving 
students insights into the parameters of a task they are more readily able to generalise the 
acquired skills. Brown ( 1978) idcntit1cd many areas where students' metacognitive 
deficicnces cause problems in reading, but generally she suggests students tend to follow 
instructions blindly and arc not readily able to self- question. This being the case, 
mctacognitive instruction in summary writing aims to a) increase students awareness of 
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the variables and their influences on summary writing task, b) promote the need to adapt 
reading activities to suit the task,the text and the learners' characteristics and c) develop 
this awareness so that regulatory strategies such as checking and monitoring 
understanding follow. 
While research confirms that skills needed for reading infonnational texts arc generally 
not highly developed in younger readers, there arc a number of successful studies which 
have focussed on teaching reading strategies using a rnctacognitivc instructional approach 
(Annbruster, Echols & Brown, 19K3; Brown, Campione & Day 1981: Palincsar & 
Brown, 1984; Nolte & Singer, !985). As this study is concerned with intervention that 
will improve student's abilities to write summaries. the six rules adapted by Brown and 
Day provide basic strategies for instruction in summary writing. The results of studies 
such as Day's confirm the need for students to receive a) explicit and clear instructions 
which include where, when and why information , b) expert modelling of appropriate 
task specitic behaviours as well as strategies for coping with other eir-:;umstanccs such as 
comprehension failure etc. c) opportunities to perfom1 the particular task with the experts 
providing regular and infonnative feed- back in tenns of encouragement and advice, d) 
instruction which proceeds logically, for example . activating background knowledge, 
progressing from known skills and strategies lO more effective strategies, progressing 
from simple descriptive text frameworks to problem soltnion text types and c) self 
monitoring of understanding and the effectiveness of strategies. 
'l'o ensure that instructional procedures are effective in tenns of improving ability, a 
common characteristic evident in direct instruction and metacognitive instruction models 
is instruction where the responsibility for carrying out the task gradually moves from the 
teacher to the student( Brown Campione & Day, 1981; Brown & Palincsar, 1982). One 
model of learning which encourages a two fold release of responibilily is collaborative or 
co-operative lean ring instruction. [n this model, responsibilty for completing the task is 
gradually achieved when the teacher initially models the task, then asks groups to 
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practise, thereby releasing responsibility for completing the task to peers in a group 
situation, and tinally the learner has the opportunity to practise and complete the task 
independently. 
2.4.3 Collaborative and Co-operative Learning 'J'heory. 
While the term mctacognition was often used by developmental psychologists to 
describe children's awareness of their memory processes, Vygotsky ( 1962) used the term 
to describe two phases in the process of acquiring knowledge. Firstly, the aquisition of 
knowledge is essentially unconscious and automatic. Brown ( 1980) refers to this as the 
cognitive aspect of pert'ormance. S..:~ondly, there is a gradual increase in the active, 
conscious control of that knowledge, described as the mctacognitive aspect of 
performance. Vygotsky (1%2) suggests that the acquisition of language is essentially 
achieved through modelling of the activity, pra':tice and feedback. That is, initially the 
expert is totally responsible for the completion of a task, in this case communicating, 
while the novice observes. This is l~1llowed by a gradual increase in participation by the 
novice (Vygotsky, 1962). This development of expertise has been described as a fom1 of 
"cultural ar:prenticcship" (Renshaw, 1990). 
Although this model has been more tmditionally associated with the early leaming 
environment of the home, Vygotsky ( 1962) and others suggest that this learning theory 
can be applied to the classroom through the usc of similar co-operative and or 
collaborative activities. The claim that leaming is a communal activity goes further in 
suggesting that children do not simply learn from others, but mther through their 
interactions with others, they begin to internalisc and transform what is lcamed into 
knowledge. It is this internalization and transformation of knowledge and perhaps 
experiences, which build up the child's tools for thinking and problem solving 
( Renshaw, 1990). In applying this co-operative leaming theory to the classroom, 
Vygotsky made the distinction between " spontaneous concepts" ( such as language 
acquisition, in which time and practice arc not controlled) and 11 non-spontaneous 
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concepts u, in which schools or institutions provide what Renshaw dcscriOes as 
''organised bodies of knowledge" (mathematics, science etc). Vygotsky warned against 
simply delivering knowledge about the non-spontaneous concepts and suggested that 
teachers needed to provide or create a "zone of proximal development " . Renshaw 
(1990) refers to this as a zone of growth in which the spontaneous concepts arc mixed 
with the non-spontaneous concepts in order to gain knowledge , skills and strategies 
which could I would be intemaliscd and transformed, and therefore generalized. In this 
regard , Vygotsky Sl.!ggcsts the scientific (non-spontaneous concepts) develop down 
through the spontaneous concepts and the spontaneous concepts develop upward through 
the scientific concepts, in a form of cultural interchange. The non-spontaneous concepts 
while Jacking personal meaning arc useful tools for organising thinking, while the 
spontaneous concepts arc meaningful but not particularly useful for developing knowledge 
outside of oneself. The role of teaching therefore is to bridge this gap ( Renshaw, 1990). 
Small group work or co-operative learning situations therefore provide opportunities for 
scientific concepts to be used in sponateous concepts, which in tum may develop 
thinking and problem solving skills. 
In relating the co-operative learning theory to the classroom several clements arc needed 
in order to facilitate effective learning through co-operation. In applying co-operative 
learning to the classroom, skills of co-operation arc developed explicitly. Hill and Hill 
( 1990) suggest the essential clements in any co-operative activity arc goal similarity and 
positive interdependence. The more similar the goals the more co-operatively the group is 
able to work. Positive interdependence means that the goal is attained by working 
together. In order to work together groups may assign roles to group members. These 
roles may be simply roles so that everyone contributes. but they might also involve the 
division of one large task into subtasks. Whichever organizational framework used, the 
end results arc assessed as an entity. For effective learning and co-operation to be 
achieved and developed students arc encouraged to reflect on what they and others arc 
doing, monitor their progress in terms of its effectiveness and to establish trust. The 
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trust aspect lies in students' abilities to recognise and ask for help, either from their 
peers or the teacher without the threat of ridicule or criticism. That is, learners need to 
feel they can express their" tentativeness" with others as they share and negotiate their 
culture ( Renshaw, 1990). Dalton ( l985) suggests that when these principles arc in 
effect, they demonstrate a structure for effective learning and co-operation . 
Over the past fifteen years , a substantial number of studies have investigated the effects 
of co-operative learning strategies at various age levels and in various content areas 
(Stevens, 1989). Generally, results suggest that the use of co-operative learning 
strategies leads to higher achievement (Slavin, 1980); enjoyment in lcaming, positive 
attitudes towards leaming, school and relationships with others ( Sharan,l980); and 
increased self esteem, a sense of belonging and the development of leadership skills 
(Hill & Hill, I<JlJO). All of these develop into useful skills applicable to a wide variety of 
activities outside school life (Hill & Hill, 1990). 
Several studies conlirm that co-operative learning is particularly important in helping 
students to master higher cognitive processess because in order for the group to reach their 
goal students arc often required to help others ( Palincsar & Hrown, 1984: Vygotsky, 
1978). In particular peer collaboration is cll'cctivc for mastering skills which arc 
undergoing development but not yet mastered. The usc of co-operative learning strategies 
requires students to reflect on their knowledge to make generalizations in order to convey 
these to their peers. In order to perform these cognitive functions about a task, students 
have to relate new knowledge with old, therefore improving the depth of processing 
(Stevens et al., I %9). 
A number of programmes have integrated direct instruction with co-operative learning 
strategies and Stevens ( 1989) suggest that these generally follow a similar cycle; 
Teacher- directed instruction. The teacher gives explicit explanation and 
instruction of the new skills and processes. 
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Team Practice~ students work in group to practise the skills taught by the teacher. 
In practising students assess and check each others' work, they discuss answers, 
reach a consensus and so on. 
Individual Assessments - students receive individual assessment. 
Team Recognition- the students scores on the individual assessment are 
combined and a pre-established reward in recognition of their performance is camed. 
These aspects of the cycle have been other studies ( Dansereau , 1985; Slavin , 1989; 
Stevens , 1989). Stevens concluded that instruction which incorporated aspects of direct 
and explicit strategy instruction and collaborative team practice is an effective method for 
teaching comprehension strategies. 
2.4.4 Combining Aspecls of Direct Instruction. Metacognitive Instruction and 
Collaborative Learning Instruction to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
As an outcome of the review of direct instruction. metacognitive instruction and co-
operative learning , an "introduction to summarizing" , and guidelines for practising the 
strategies were added to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
The introduction to summarizing was designed in order to identify the purpose and 
place of summary writing. The introduction begins with defining and clarifying the 
meaning of a summary and relating situations where summaries have been used or seen. 
Characteristics of ''good" written summaries would also be discussed and clari1ied. 
Students would be encouraged to share their current procedures or strategies for 
summarizing and common procedures could be identified. In identifying students' 
current summarizing procedures students would be able to progress from what was 
known and familiar to the "new "and more effective strategies. 
The second adaptation to the C.A.T.S. Procedure involves the method of teaching 
students what to do and how to go about summarizing. This refers to the more fonnal 
summarizing strategies identified earlier as the C.A.T.S. Procedure. Using a combination 
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of co-operative learning, direct instmction and metacognitive instruction students would 
be encouraged to identify and fonnulate the strategies described in the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. 
INTRODUCTION TO SUMMARIZING 
-clarify definitions (Jf summary 
- identify and classify purposes for summarizing 
- identify characteristics or good summaries 
- share procedures for summarizing 
BE.'ORE SUMMARIZING 
-activate background knowledge usc text features. 
::: drde I note down the title, pictures, 
Jiagmms, noticeable words . 
-predict content by organizing the noticeable 
features i.e who/what, where & when, how , why. 
-predict text structure 
= cirdclm1tc down headinh'S etc. 
i.e gmphic outline. If no 
headings usc topic sentences. 
DURING SUMMARIZING 
-read 
- confinn I reject prediction, add. 
- confinnl reject/ identify the text's topic 
-Invent topic !ientcnccs in paragmphs 
·delete small words rule 
- identify important supporting ideas. 
-condense lists of names and events 
-combine <.md order topics 
- rewrite information 
1\\ Groups 
of four 
GUIDED 
PRACTICE 
Partner 
AFTER SUMMARIZING work 
-self-check. summary against text's title 1-~~"'------~ 
- !iclf-check. usc of rules 
- self-check notctak.ing 
- topic+ -~upporting details 
- brief, usc suitable abbreviations 
- usc own words 
-self check understanding 
CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUCTIONA,'L..J 
PROCESS 
- explicitly Jel1ned procedures 
- strategies modelled by teacher 
- collaboralivc rule formulation 
-gradual student responsibility 
- guided group pmcticc 
- infmmative feedback 
-shared responses 
-independent prncticc 
Hgure 2.1 The Combined Approach to Summarizing 
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Through direct instmction , collaborative and metacognitive approaches students would 
be used to identify the strategies involved and the order in which they should be done 
summarizing. FoHowing the formulation of summary writing rules , students would 
begin summarizing. Initially the teacher would be responsible for the completion of the 
summaries, with students, collaboratively, helping to compile the :mmmary. Gradually 
students would work in groups of four . Finally, students would become independent 
summarizers and their summaries would be assessed by group members in the form of 
peer tutoring or evaluation. 'l'herefore the Combined Approach 'l'o Summari?ing 
procedure used in this study appears in Figure 2. 
2.5 Reviewing Research Methods of Evaluating Students 1 Summaries. 
In order to determine the effects of this slUdy a review of methods for evaluating 
summaries was conducted, Generally, the methods of evaluating students' abilties to 
summarize appear to be dependent upon the purpose. Studies whose purpose was to usc 
summarizing as a means of improving recall or comprehension tended to evaluate 
students by multiple choice questioning. However studies which investigated methods of 
writing summaries also evaluated students' summaries in temts of the product and the 
process, This fonn of evaluation appeared to be more relevant to this study. 
Firstly, the summary product was evaluated. A number of studies evaluated siUdents' 
summaries based on the amount of important and trivial information which they recorded 
(Gamer, 1982; Hare & Borchardt, 1984). Generally the information in the testing 
passages was rated in terms of main ideas, supporting details and unimportant 
information. The rating of ideas was used as a marking key when evaluating students' 
summaries. 
Secondly, the proces.\' was evaluated. In the case of Garner { 1982) and Hare and 
Borchardt( 1984), students' summaries w·ere evaluated in both the product and the 
process. The process criteria were determined by the usc of Day's (cited in Bfown, 
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Campione & Day, 1981) rules. Each of the testing texts was scrutinized to dctcnninc the 
possibilty of the rules being applied. Students' summaries were evaluated in terms of the 
approriate usc of the rules. 
[n several other studies summaries were scored using a system which identified which 
ideas from the original text were included in the summary and what transformations had 
been performed on those ideas (Winograd, 1984). Transfonnations were classified as 
reproductions, combinations, run-on combinations ( careless combinations) and 
inventions. ln Winograd's study ( 1984) two independent raters classified the 
transformations from the students summaries and a test for inter-rater reliability was 
conducted. Winograd used this system because it was simplicr for raters to usc as they 
did not have to determine the level of importance of the ideas recorded by students. 
A final process approach to marking students' summaries involves rewriting testing texts 
so that they contain opportunities for students to apply each of the summarizing rules 
( Brown & Day, 1983 ). The students' summaries arc evaluated in tcnns of their usc of 
the rules. One difficulty with this approach is that students arc being asked to summarize 
contrived texts. Texts arc written for a variety of purposes and one of those reasons is 
not specifically for summarizing. In this way. the testing texts arc being modified to suit 
the summarizing purpose, thereby presenting a somewhat contrived situation which 
might actually emphasize the live rules usc. 
One study conducted by Taylor ( 1986) combined the process and product approach to 
evaluating students summaries. Taylor selected a panel of judges. who independently 
rated each summary based on the criteria suggested by Taylor. '!'he criteria were ; a) 
accuracy and clarity of details recorded, b) the degree to which subjects focussed on main 
ideas, c) the length of the summary and the ability to condense and d) the degree to which 
the subjects used their own words. In each of the criteria the subjects received a score of 
I, 2 or 3 - the 3 meaning the subject 's summary was accurate and clear. 
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In order to design a suitable evaluation scale for summaries produced using the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure the aims of such a procedure need to be considered. The aim of the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure was to improve the quantity and quality of students' summaries. Since past 
studies reveal that younger and less experienced students tend to delete and copy extracts 
from the original text when summarizing, this study would be looking for students' 
summaries to improve in two ways. firstly, it was hypothesized that the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure should lmprove students' abilities to condense and combine ideas, therefore 
the quantity of words in students summaries should decrease. To evaluate the quantity, 
and therefore length of students summaries, it would be necessary to record the number 
of words. 
Secondly, in determining the quality of the summaries, the C.A.T.S. Procedure aims to 
enable students to record ; a) the most important information and b) related and relevant 
supportir.g details. Therefore, in order to compare the ideas in students' summaries with 
the main ideas and supporting details of the testing passages, a marking key for each 
passage would need to be prepared. E.1ch sentence in the testing passage would be rated 
as very important, important and unimportant. In order to control reader bias and 
reliability a number of independent adults would need to rate the testing passages. 
As the C.A.T.S. Procedure aims to improve students' processes for summarizing, the 
use of selection, condensing and transf mning rules would also need to be evaluated. 
Each of the sentences in students' sun1maries would be rated according to its similarity 
to the original text (Winograd, 1984). That is, statements which arc a direct or almost 
directly copied from the original text would be deemed as verbatim statements. 
Statements which combine more than one important idea either within a paragraph or 
across the text will be deemed as combined statements. If students recorded statements 
which were relevant but which were not explicitly stated, this would be classified as an 
inference. 
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Studcnts1 summaries would be scored in terms of the number of words, main 
ideas,suppoung details, unimportant infonnation , verbatim statements, combined 
statements and inferences. These scores would be compared in order to investigate the 
effects of the Combined Approach to summarizing procedure and to confirm or reject the 
hypotheses. 
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2.6. Hypotheses 
The hypotheses for this study were generated from the research questions. Hypotheses 
and 2 deal with the number of words produced in Pretest , Post Test and delayed 
summary writing task. Hypotheses 3-8 deal with the type of information being 
recorded in the Pre and Post Test conditions . Hypotheses 9-14 deal with the type of 
text processing being employed in Pretest and Post Test conditions. Hypothesis 15 
deals with the effect of the C.A.T.S. Procedure on different ability groups. 
Based on the research discussion, it is hypothesized i:hat prior to the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure students will record more. in terms of the number of words because they will 
be focusing on the surface clements of the original text and they will be more likely to 
copy infonnat; ··,· verbatim. Also it is hypothesized that prior to instruction students 
would be limited i1: ,b·~:, .:'-.i!ity to discern the various types of information. Therefore 
students would be able to rccvrd some of the main ideas but they would record only a 
small number of supporting ideas. Also, it is expected that this inability to discern the 
type of infom1ation present in a text would me;:;1 that students would be inclined to 
focus on information which is personalty important rather than textually important, 
thereby recording more trivial information. 
The lack of active processing prior to instruction. is expected to inhibit students' 
abilities to perform more effective strategies such as combining ideas and making 
inferences. Therefore it is expected that prior to instruction students will be more 
dependent on using copy -delete strategies rather than combining ideas within and 
across paragraphs and I or making inferences. In this regard, there will be a lesser 
number of combined idea statements and inferences in the Pretest summary. 
Following the C.A.T.S. Procedure it is expected that, in terms of the number of words 
being recorded students would reduce the amount of information being recorded. It is 
expected that the C.A.T.S. Procedure will because provide students with more effective 
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strategies for identifying the types of information present and processing that 
information to a concise and factual recount. Therefore, it is expected that in terms of 
the type of infonnation being recorded students will ; 
I) increase the amount of main ideas being recorded. 
2) increase the amount of supporting details being recorded. 
3) decrease the amount of trivia being recorded. 
In terms of the type of processing being engaged by students, it is expected that students 
will; 
4) decrease the amount of verbatim copied statements. 
5) it,crcasc the amount of combined idea statements. 
6) increase the amount of inferences being made. 
A further consideration in this study is that after the C.A.T .S. Procedure has developed 
these "more effective and efficient skills in students. that these skills will be applied to a 
more general and funclional delayed .summary writing task. Therefore, the 
improvements made immediately after the C.A.T.S. Procedure arc expected to be 
maintained. 
Fina!ly, previous studies have shown that younger and less successful readers perform 
similarly ' · ··wvir:e readers. They tend to concentrate on decoding rather than 
comprehenstuii ::>trategies, and they apply rules and strategies inefficiently and 
haphazardly. The C.A.T.S. Procedure aims to explicitly explain the "how", "when", 
"where" and "why" of summary writing and in this way, encourage less successful 
readers to "take on board" strategies rather than blindly follow techniques. Therefore, 
it was predicted that in terms of the improvements made by all students in the type of 
information recorded and the types of strategies used, that the less successful readers 
would make the greatest improvement. 
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2.6.1 Hypothesis I. 
Hypothesis l states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better,by showing a decrease in the number of words being recorded in their 
summaries than they did before having b·'(:n given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of words in Prete~t > tvlean number of words in Post Test. 
2.6.2 Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure wiH perform 
significantly better in a delayed summary writing task, by showing a decrease in the 
number of words produced in their summaries than they did before having been given the 
C.A.'I'.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of words Pretest> Mean number of words in delayed summary 
writing task. 
2.6.3 Hypothesis 3 . 
Hypothesis 3 states, students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will pclform significantly 
better, by showing an increase in the number of main idea statements being recorded, in 
their summaries than they did before having been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of main idea statements Pretest <Mean number of main idea 
statements Post test . 
2.6.4 Hypothesis 4. 
Hypothesis 4 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better, by showing an increase in the number of main idea statements being 
recorded in their summaries than they did prior to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of main idea statements Pretest< mean number of main idea 
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statements in delayed summary writing task. 
2.6.5 Hypothesis 5 
Hypothesis 5 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perfonn 
significantly better in the Post Test, by showing an increase in the number of 
supporting details being recorded in their summaries than they did prior to the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. 
Mean number of supporting details Pretest< Mean number of supporting details 
Post test 
2.6 .6 Hypothesis 6. 
Hypothesis 6 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better, by showing an increase in the number of supporting details being 
recorded in their summaries than they did prior to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of supporting details Pretest< mean number of supporting details 
in delayed summary writing task. 
2.6.7 Hypothesis 7 
Hypothesis 7 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better ,by showing a decrease in the number of trivial ideas being recorded 
in their summaries than they did prior to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of trivial ideas Pretest> Mean number of trivial ideas Post test 
2.6.8 Hypothesis 8 
Hypothesis 8 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better, by showing a decrease in the number of trivial ideas being recorded 
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in their summaries than they did before having been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean Number of trivial ideas Pretest> Mean number of trivial ideas delayed summary 
writing task. 
2.6.9 Hypothesis 9 
Hypothesis 9 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perfonn 
signilicantly better, by showing a decrease in the number or statements copied verbatim 
rrom the text than they did berore having been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of verbatim statements in Pretest > Mean number of verbatim 
statements in Post test . 
2.6.1 0 Hypothesis I 0 
Hypothesis 10 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
signiticantly better in the delayed summary writing task, by showing a decrease in the 
number of verbatim statements produced in their summaries than they did before having 
been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of verbatim statements Pretest> Mean number of verbatim 
statements in delayed summary writing task. 
2.6.11 Hypothesis II 
Hypothesis 11 states that students given C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform signilicantly 
better, by showing a increase in the number of combined ideas statements than they did 
before having been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of combined idea statements in Pretest < Mean number of 
combined idea statements in Post test . 
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2.6.12 Hypothesis 12 
Hypothesis 12 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
signilicantly better, by showing a increase in the number of combined idea statements 
produced in their summaries than they did before having been given the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. 
Mean number of combined idea statements in Pretest< Mean number of 
combined idea statements in delayed summary writing task. 
2.6.13 Hypothesis 13 
Hypothesis 13 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better in the Post test, by showing an increase in the number of inferences 
made in their summaries than they did before having been given the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. 
Mean number of inferences Pretest < Mean number of inferences Post test 
2.6.14 Hypothesis 14 
Hypothesis 14 states that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure will perform 
significantly better in the delayed summary writing task .by showing an increase in the 
number of inferences being recorded in their summaries than they did before having 
been given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
Mean number of inferences Pretest <Mean number of inferences delayed 
summary writing task. 
2.6.15 Hypothesis 15 
A final area of investigation is the effect that the C.A.T.S. Procedure has on the different 
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ability groups. The amount and type of infonnation is already being recorded in 
hypotheses 1 - 14. It is expected that the lower the ability of the reader as ascertained by 
P.A.T. Reading Comprehension scores, the greater the difference between the Pretest 
and Post Test means of the; 
-Number of words recorded 
-Number of main idea statements recorded 
-Number of supporting details 
-Number of trivial facts 
-Number of verbatim statements 
-Number of combined idea statements 
-Number of inferences recorded 
Therefore Hypothesis 15 states that of all the students in this sample who were g•vcn 
the C.A.T.S. Procedure, the lower the ability of the reader, the more they will improve, 
in tem1s of the amount and type of information recorded. ft is hypothesized that the 
lower the P.A.T. score the greater the improvement from Pretest to Post Test. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOIJ. 
3.1. Subjects 
The subjects for this experiment were 21 Year 6 female students . The mean age of 
these students at the time of the Pretest was I 0 years 5 months. '!'he subjects' age range 
was 10;2 - 10; II years. 
3.2 Instruments and Materials. 
3.2.1 -Instruments used in Testing. 
3.2.1.1. The Progressive Achievement Tests of Reading Comprehension : 
The Progressive Achievement Tests of Reading Comprehension- Form A (Australian 
Council for Educational Research. 1973) was selected as a test of reading comprehension 
ability. 
The P.A.T. uses a normal distribution curve to indicntc where students arc positioned 
in terms of their general abilities compared to the true population e.g. above average. 
average and below average. The norms represent primary school children from 104 
schools in Australia including independent schools. A detailed account of data collection 
and interpretations arc presented in the Teachers' Handbook (A.C.E.R. ,p. 2 ) Tests on 
split-half reliability and equivalent fom1s tests arc available. The part six comprehension 
Form A test has a reliability co-efficient of .89 for equivalent forms, and .92 for split-
half tests. 
Administration of the test requires no special training, but the user must be familiar with 
the directions prior to the test. Instructions and exact wording appear in the handbook. 
Marking the test includes a prepared score card. Scores arc norm referenced and given in 
both percent and stanines. 
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3.2.1.2. Readability of Summary Testing Passages 
For testing, three passages were selected as the Pretest , Post test and the delayed 
summary writing task. These articles were again related to class themes, at the time of 
testing, but were not restricted to science topics. Each testing article was under 700 
words and rated according to Fry's Readability Scale ( 1977). 
Readability scales arc problematical , since they tend to focus on word and sentence 
length, rather than cohesion and conceptual levels of the tcxl. Fry's Readability Scale 
was selected as it tests the difficulty of the written materials by sampling the mean 
number of sentences and the mean number of syllables in the sentences and results in an 
approximate year readability level. Whilst readability scales generally, arc not strong in 
reliability or validity, the purpose for their usc in this study is to control for text 
difticulty interfering with studL.nt's abilities to write summaries. Fry's readability graph 
has been validated by several studies, (Fry, 1968; 1969; Dulin, 1969) which confinn 
that this graph produced similar scores for prose examples to other formulae. This 
readability scale has also been tested using judges ( Singer, 1975; Carver 1975-1976) 
with high correlational analysis between four other readability techniques. Table 3 
shows the content area and the readability levels of the testing passages. As the number 
of words in each passage varied, a cut off point of approximately 400 words was used. 
Tablc3 
Summary of Testing Materials 
Title Discipline Area Number of Words Readability Level 
Rowers Science 400 9 years 
Electricity Science 400 13 years 
Benefits of Exercise Health 400 14 years 
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3.2.1.3 Marking Keys 
To prepare a marking key for student summaries copies of the summary testing passages 
plus "rating versions" were given to~ independent teachers. The teachers were asked 
to read and rate the sentence units in each article in tcm1s of very important, important or 
not important to the main idea. This information was used to control for researcher bias 
in marking students' summaries. The ratings obtained from the eight teachers were 
collected and the majority vote was used to determine the rating of each sentence. ~rom 
these ratings a marking key for the student's summaries was prepared. 
3.2.2 Nature of Instructional Materials. 
For this experiment , a set of nine factual passages was needed. The content of the 
instructional passages was governed by class themes , in particular the topic Flight . 
The length of the instructional passages was limited to under 700 words with the initial 
instructional passages being smaller in length than passages used at the end of the 
training. Table 4 shows the range of titles and number of words in each instructional 
passages. 
Table 4 
Titles of Training Materials and Number of Words. 
Title Number of Words 
One day When Lessons Really Were Hot 115 
The Story of Hight- Bird Men 216 
The Story of 1-<'light- The Hot Air Balloon 220 
The Story of Hight -The Hydrogen Balloon 225 
The Story of flight -The First Airship 207 
The Story of Flight - Early Gliders 198 
The Story of Flight- The First Aeroplane 225 
Still Flying By the Scat of Her Pants 620 
The Early Oays (of the Airforcc) 637 
3.3 Design 
The basic design fer this experimental study is a one group Pretest· Post Test design and 
is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3 .1. Basic Design of Study 
P.A.T & 
Pretest 
INTERVENTION 
(6 weeks) 
Post Delayed summary 
Test Writing Task 
NO INTERVENTION 
( 4weeks) 
1-----------11------1 
( 10 weeks) 
All students were pretested to establish baseline data with regards to the amount and type 
of infommtion recorded after reading and summarizing a gi vcu text . The students were 
instructed using the Combined Approach To Summarization Procedure over a 6 week 
period. Immediately following the completion of instruction a Post test was 
administered. 
A second delayed test was administered one month afler the completion of training. 
Students were given a task which required them to summarize a given text. This 
summary was collected to dctcm1ine if the summary writing skills taught were readily and 
independently used by students. 
3.4 Procedure 
3.4.1 Prctestil}g 
1) The Progressive Achievement Test -Form A ( 1973) was administered to the Year 6 
students by the researcher. The instructions for testing were followed in accordance 
with the P.A.T. Teacher's Manual. The test involved a testing time of 50 minutes, 
which was broken up into 10 minutes reading and example questions, followed by 
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40 minutes of individual reading and question answering. Permission was sought 
from the principal to administer the test. Individual students' performances and 
personal identity remained anonymous. The students' Progressive Achievement 
Tests were marked and the students were assigned a student number. The P.A.T. 
raw scores were tabulated. 
2) The text "flowers" and its rating version was administered to eight voi·Jntary 
teaching staff. The researcher also rated the text. The teachers were asked to read 
the passage and rate the idea units in terms of very important, important and not 
important. The teachers were allowed unlimited time to complete the task. The 
teachers' names were not required on the rating version and personal teacher 
anonymity was guaranteed. 
As the rating versions for "Howers" were returned, a marking key was devised 
using a tally from the rmings of idea units. Por example the first sentence in 
"Howers" was rated as follows; 7 voters considered this sentence as very 
important, and I voted the sentence as not important, therefore this sentence was 
given a very important rating in the marking key. If voting produced a draw, e.g. 
4 voted very important and 4 voted important or trivial, the researcher's rating 
acted as the deciding vote. 
3) One week later the summary writing Pretest was administered. The students were 
asked to define a summary. After hearing several suggestions an agreed definition 
was decided upon. E.g. "a shortened version of the original text" . Students 
were told their task was to read the passage so that they could write a summary 
based on it, and they were free to usc any method they wished to help them write 
their summary. The students were given several pieces of lined paper and the 
Pretest passage entitled "Flowers" . The students were given unlimited time to 
complete their summary. 
Students' summaries together with copies of their texts were collected. A 
student identification number, which corresponded with their P.A.T. student 
identification number was allocated to both texts and summaries. 
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4) The students' summaries were marked. The total number of words and statements 
were recorded. Each sentence in the students' summaries was analysed in order 
to dete1111inc : 
a) the level of idea importance according to the marking key, 
b) if the statemr:nts were directly co~ied verbatim from the original text, 
c) if more than one very important or important idea had been combined. 
d) if the st>.ntence indicated an inference. That is, where students used language 
and ideas which were not presented in the original text, but which were relevant 
( as deemed by the researcher) to the topic. 
5) The results of students' summaries were tabulated. 
3.421ntervcntion 
The intervention procedures were organized into modules. An overview of the 
objectives, materials and instmctional techniques for each module follows. The 
duration of the each module varied, but generally the instructional sessions lasted 40 
minutes. Fourteen lessons were conducted,· 'ld these lessons were divided into 
modules. Modules I and 2 (lessons 1-5) introduced students to summarizing. Module 3 
involved students identifying rules and strategies for summarizing and modules 4 and 5 
were used to practise the C.A.T.S. Procedure. I~ the practice sessions students gradually 
increased their personal responsibility for summarizing by working firstly in groups of 
four, then partners, and finally independent summary completion. Altogether students 
summarized nine texts. 
3.4.2.1. Module 1- Introduction. 
Objectives: 
Students will be able to : 
1: I ~define and identify a summary. 
-identify the characteristics of a summary. 
1:2- identify the functions of a summary. 
1:3- identify that a process is involved when writing summaries. 
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_L_ 
~Identify the process they currently use when writing a summary. 
~evaluate the most useful strategies involved in summary writing. 
Materials: 
Module I: I Sentence cards- I sentence is a summary of the other. 
Paper, pencils 
Cardcx: for charts, text 
Module I :2 Worksheet- function of a summary 
Module I ~instructional procedure. 
Lesson 1 
I) Students deline a summary. These dclinitions were recorded on the black 
board. Following a discussion about the common clements of the definitions a 
collaborative dclinition of a summary was compiled. 
2) Students in pairs, were given 2 cards containing sentences. One of the 
sentences was a summary of the other. 
e.g. Sentence A~ The kangaroo rat is a small desert animal which belongs to the 
same family of animals as mice, rats and squirrels. 
Sentence B- The kangaroo rat is similar to animals such as mice and 
squirrels. 
Students were asked to differentiate between those that were summaries and those 
that were the main texts. Students were asked to substantiate their choices. 
3) Students, in groups of four, collaboratively identified the types of words 
absent from the original texts. The students were given 5 minutes. Each group 
presented their findings and the class results were tabulated. 
When reporting to the class, students could acknowledge that they had found similar 
ideas to others but students were instructed not to repeat ideas already mentioned. 
Students were instructed to tick off the responses or others as they were 
mentioned to avoid repetition of ideas. 
5) Using the tabulated results students decided un the types of words which were 
not needed in a summary. The specific characteristics of a "good" summary were 
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identified . The results of the discussion were recorded in a class joumal. 
6) Students recorded their own personal journal in order to rellect on what they 
have learnt. 
Lesson 2 
I) Revise objectives from lesson I 
2) Students in groups of four arc given a work sheet containing two questions : 
Why do we write summaries '! What are summaries used for ? 
3) Students, individually and silently brainstorm and record answers to these 
questions for I minute. 
4) Sheets are passed to the student on the left. Students arc given 2 minutes to 
read and add responses to their peers' sheet. Answers were allowed to be 
repeated if they were not already written on their peers' worksheet. This was 
repeated until students were returned their original pap<;:r. e.g. 4 rotations. 
5) Each group reported their responses to class and these were black boarded. 
6) The uses for summaries were discussed and priority ordered. 
7)A class journal was recorded using the headings; 
A .Htmmwy is .......... . 
Summarie.\· contain ...... .. 
We use summaries when .. .. 
7) Students completed personal journal entries. 
Lesson 3 
1) Students volunteered personal procedures for writing summaries. E.g. 
What they did first etc. 
2) Each volunteered procedure was recorded on the blackboard. Students were 
asked for any different methods not already recorded. 
3) Collaborativcly, students idcntilied the most common strategies for 
(!Ummarizing and organized these into one procedure for writing a summary. 
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4)The strategies suggested by the class were classified in order to identify and 
introduce the process skills of summarization. E.g. Selecting, condensing and 
transforming (However the word combining was used instead of transfonning as it 
is more representative of students' language.) The method suggested by the class 
was recorded on a chart. As students progressed through the subsequent modules 
their procedures would be evaluated and information added or deleted from this 
chart. 
5) Students completed a journal. 
3.4.2.2. Module 2- Before Summarizing 
Objectives: 
The student will be able to ; 
2: I -usc text features to activate their own background knowledge in order to predict 
content and organization of a given text. 
Materials: 
Overhead transparency of "One Day When Lessons Really Were All Hot Air" (I %5, 
October) The Courier Mail 
Newspaper articles glued unto large sheets of butcher's paper 
highlighters 
Module 2- lnstmctional Procedures~ 
Lesson 4: 
i )The text was placed on overhead transparency, revealing only the picture from a 
· newspaper article. 
2) Students were directed to predict the content of the article and substantiate with 
. l'k " h I 'd '1 qucstwns 1 e; w at gave you t wt 1 ea ......... 
3) The title of the article was presented . Students con tinned and rejected ideas 
which were not consistent with the title. Any new predictions were added. 
4) Students were presented with all of the text. Before reading, students survey 
and identify the characteristics of the text which stood out: 
E.g. SCIENCE- upper-case letters 
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Serge Lindeggcr- person/subject 
23, 24 students- other subjects and numbers. 
Nambours Bumside State School - place/ setting 
These features were used to confirm , reject or add to predictions about the text. 
E.g. Possible prediction~ Serge Lindegger and 24 .rtudent.rjfom Namhour.\· 
Burmide State School were able to go up in a hot air halloonj(w !heir science 
lesson. 
5) Students silently read article. Students recall of story details was compared to 
their predictions and discussion followed using questions such as: 
How close were our predictions! 
What feawres helped the most in predict in!; the content ? 
At which point were you nwst confident aholll your predictions ? 
Vid predicting the contellf make the reading easier? Why I Why not? 
6) Students were given an orange chart with "footprints" going from one corner 
of the chart to the other. (The colour of the chart is symbolic to traffic lights, 
orange for get ready. The chart was called Getting Keady to Read. Charts which 
follow arc coloured green and red, and the analogy is discussed later) On the 
"footprints" students listed the text features which helped them to predict the 
content. 
7) Students evaluated the benefits of surveying the text in order to predict the 
content of a text before reading e.g. Activates known content knowledge, 
identifies anticipated vocabulary. style, and structure, focuses on main ideas. 
Complete class journal. 
B) Students, in groups of four, were given different newspaper J.rticles glued to 
large sheets of butcher's paper and highlighters. Students practised predicting the 
content of articles using the text features listed on the Getting Ready to Read 
chart. 
9) Each group shared their predictions, the "actual" meaning of the article, as well 
as any new but useful text features they had discovered. The newly discovered 
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features were added to the chart. 
10) Display Getting Ready to Read chart. Students complete personal journals. 
3.4.2.3 Module 3- During Summarizing 
Objectives: 
Students will be able to : 
Lesson 5- revise how to activate prior knowledge with a new text. 
- identify the overall topic or idea. 
-identify information which is important and relevant to main topic 
-identify infonnation in a text which is irrelevant and redundant. 
-combine and synthesize information to fom1 a topic sentence. 
Lesson 6 -identify subordinate terms for lists of events and objects. 
- identify the purpose for reading, and the importance of knowing the purpose. 
-work collaboratively on class summary 
Materials: 
Overhead transparency of "One Day When Lessons Really Were All Hot Air" ( 1985, 
October) The Courier Mail 
Getting Ready to Read chart 
Red cardex, marker pens 
Instructional Procedures: 
Lesson 5 
I) Students recalled their predictions about the text- " One Day When Lessons 
Really Were All Hot Air". 
2) Students revised their definition of a summary and discussed ways of 
shortening a text and deciding which information was not needed. These 
ideas were recorded . 
3) A number of students were given a card with a word written on it. The 
students were asked to make different sentences with them. 
E.g. The Lazy boy ran quic!~ly over the crooked bridge 
tripping on a loose plank. 
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4) Students were asked to identify the types of words in the sentence. E.g. 
verbs, nouns etc. Each student which represented that particular type of 
word was asked to sit down and the remaining information and the effect of 
the missing words was determined. The "small" and "describing" words 
were found to make the least difference to the meaning when they arc 
deleted. Students were asked to turn this into a rule which would help them 
to identify trivial infonnation. 
E.g. Take out aiJ the small words (such as prepositions and articles) 
Example; The kangaroo rat i.\' a small desert animal which belongs to the same 
family ofanimals as mice, rats and squirrels. Kangaroo rat is a good name 
for this animal. 
5)Thc "new" rule was applied to the overhead transparency of" On Day 
When Lessons Really Were All Hot Air" ( IY85, October) The Courier Mail. 
6) Students were asked to evaluate the infonnation remaining. Some of the 
phrases remaining also contained infonnation which was not important 
therefore students discussed ways of deciding the importance of 
information. These ideas were recorded and another rule was formulated 
:e.g. Reread the sentences left, and delete words or phrases which arc a) not 
related to the main idea or b) repeated or mean the same thing. 
Example; - Kangaroo rat -small, desert animal -belongs- same - .f(mzily 
-animals- mice, rats, squirrels. Kangaroo rat- good name -animal. 
7) The second rule was applied to the text. 
8) the remaining text was further examined and students were asked "how 
they could tidy up the text ?" e.g. Rewrite the information left, in their 
own words. These suggestions were used to formulate the third rule; 
e.g. Formulate or invent a topic sentence. 
Example; The kangaroo rat is a desert animal similar to rats and squirrels. 
lO) Students, in groups of four, rewrite the phrases into small meaningful 
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sentences. 
II) The rules were discussed and recorded in class journal. 
12) SLUdents wrote personal journal entry. 
The summaries were collected in order to find examples where students had used the 
subordinate terms rule. 
Lesson6 
I) Distribute " summaries" from lesson 5 . Students were asked to share 
their first sentence , other groups with the same were congratulated. 
Groups which had different versions were encouraged to share their ideas 
and explain how their sentences were different and what they had done. 
2) Students' attentions wcr~? directed to summaries which had substituted 
subordinate terms. E.g. Lists of events ,objects or subjects being given one 
name such as canary, finch, parrots= birds. Where these examples were 
demonstrated by students. they were asked to formulate a rule to describe 
what they had done . 
E.g .. Change lists of events, or objects into one name. 
Example ; .'nthe cool of the night the kangaroo rat comes out of its burrow. It 
closes the door at night too. '/'his is the time when it gathers its food. It cats 
some ojiiJ food and takes some of it back to its burrow to store.( Italics 
indicate usc of other rules. ) These statements can be condensed into; 
While the kangaroo rat is nocturnal, it also stores some ofilsfooJ. 
3) Revise , order and chart the strategies or rules formulated on a green 
chart 
4) The significance of the colours of the 2 charts (analogy to traffic lights) 
were explained to student e.g. knowing the purpose for reading (to 
summarize), getting ready for reading (predict from text features) and 
strategies for summarizing (selection, combining and condensing strategies) 
5) Students were asked to predict what the red chart would be about. 
6) The purpose of summarizing for oneself and rules for note taking were 
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discussed. A procedure for identifying topic sentences and supporting 
details was formulated. 
E.g. 
-identify main idea 
-indent and list supporting details 
- keep notes brief 
- usc abbreviations 
5) Students recorded the three charts as a checklist in preparation for their 
first group summary. 
3.4.2.4. Module 4- Guided Practice 
Ohjcctivcs: 
Students will be able to: 
- practise before, during and after strategies for summarization in groups of four 
-practise before, during and after strategies for summarization with a partner 
-practise before, during and after strategies for summarization independently 
Lesson 7 
I) Students arc given jobs with specific roles . (The roles were to be 
rotated each time the group of four did a new summary) Delayed summary 
writing test. For example; 
The checker- responsible for using the checklist, recording a tick next to 
the strategies as they were used by members of the group. 
The communicator- was responsible for carrying out the group's 
decisions, i.e. Crossing out, drafting topic sentences etc. 
The manager- was responsible for keeping the team on task, and using 
time effectively. 
The reporter- was responsible for writing up the final summary. 
2) Distribute text" Birdmen" 
3) Getting ready to read strategies were revised- students proceeded in 
groups of four. 
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4) Summarizing rules were revised· students proceeded in groups of four. 
Lesson 8: As for lesson 7 -distribute text- 11The Hot Air Balloon 11 
Lessons 9 ·11: As for lesson 7 · students begin working in partners to write summaries. 
Using texts-" The Hydrogen Balloon" 
. "The First Airship" 
-"Early Gliders" 
3.4.2.5. Module 5- Independent practicP.. 
Lessons 12 ·14: as for lesson 7 ,,tudents worked independently to write a summary 
using texts- 11 The First aeroplane" 
3.4.3 I. Post Test 
-"Flying By The scat Of Her Pants" 
. "The Airforcc- Then and Now" 
3.4.3 Post testinu 
The Post test was administered under the same conditions as the Pretest. Students were 
not given checklists. The text Efectrfcity was used. 
3.4.3.2 Delayed Summary Writing Task 
One month after the Post test , students were given the delayed summary writing task in 
the library. Students were informed that as part of their health topic, they were required 
to design a personal fitness program. Prior to designing their fitness program, students 
were asked to read and summarize an article , which contained ideas about planning 
fitness programs . The text , The Benefits of Exercise , two pieces of lined paper A4 
and a blank sheet of A3 were distributed to the students. The activity took place in 
the tina175 minutes of the school day. Students1 summaries were collected. Those who 
had not finished their fitness program were told it could be finished the following day. 
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The teacher photocopied students' summaries for the purpose of analysis. 
The original purpose of the Post Test was to observe if students transferred to a 'reaP 
context, the summary writing skills learnt using the C.A.T.S. Procedure. There was 
some difficulty in designing a test to demonstrate this, because summarizing in context 
often means that the act of summarizing is secondary to the main task ( i.e. critical 
reviews or incorporating ideas from multiple sources). In this regard the task( designing 
a fitness program) gave students a purpose for summarizing, whilst in the Pre-test and 
first Post Test students were simply asked to summarize the texts. 
3.4.4 Data Analysis 
Information from each student'~ Pretest, Post test and the delayed summaries were 
analysed . For each summary the total number of words was recorded , together with a 
record of the number of very important , important and trivial ideas, the number of 
statements which were copied verbatim, the number of statements which contained more 
than one idea, and the number of inferences . 
A repeated measures analysis of variance was applied to each of these sets of figures to 
detenninc whether there was any significant differences between the Pretest and Post 
Test scores. The areas of difference and the if respective levels of significance were used 
to reject or accept Hypotheses 1-14. This data analysis is represented in Table 5. 
A Pearson r correlation analysis was used to detennine whether the differences between 
Pretest and Post Test scores were related to ability. The differences between the number 
of words and the type of informaHon being recorded , were correlated with the subjects 
scores on the P.A.T. The results of this correlation were used to test hypothesis 15 
This data analysis is represented in Table 6. 
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Table 5. 
Table Showing Data Analysis For Hypotheses I -14 
VARIABLES 
Total number of words 
Number of Very Important 
ideas 
Number of Important ideas 
Number of trivial 
ideas 
Number ofVerbatim 
Statements 
Number of Combined 
idea statements 
Numbu of inferences 
Pretest Post Test Delayed test 
Repeated Measure Analysis of Variance 
hypothesis I 
hypoihests 2 
hypothesis 3 
hypothests 4 
hypothesis 5 
hypofhests 6 
hypothesis 7 
hypothesis 8 
hypothesis 9 
hypothesiS 10 .J 
hypothesis 12 
hypotliCsh 12 
hypothesis d 
hypothesis 14 
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Table6 
Table Showing Data Analysis for Hypothesis 15. 
Variables 
Number of words 
Number of main idea statements 
Number of supporting details 
Number of trivial ideas 
Number of verbatim statements 
P.A.T. 
Pearson's r correlational analysis 
Pretest - Post Test 
Pretest - Post Test 
Pretest- Post Test 
Pretest - Post Test 
Pretest - Post Test 
Number of combined idea statements Pretest - Post Test 
Number of [nfcrcnccs Pretest - Post Test 
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CHAPT~ 
RESULTS. 
4.1 Hypotheses 
Firstly, the results of each hypothesis will be discussed individually. However, the 
hypotheses arc organized in pairs b~causc the same variables arc b>!ing tested but, 
whereas the odd numbered hypotheses consider the ditlCrcnccs between the Pretest and 
Post test the even numbered hypotheses consider the difference between Pretest and 
delayed summary writing tP.st. A summary follows the results of each pair of 
hypotheses. Secondly. a genera! summary of the effects of the C.A.T.S. Procedure 
on students' summaries fa~ lows. The type of information students recorded was 
compared with the type of intOm1ation present in the testing passages. Finally the effects 
of the C.A T.S. Procedure on students' abilities to summarize is evaluated in terms of 
what students were indincd to do prior to. immediately following and I month after 
instruction. 
4.11 Hypothesis I . 
Hypothesis I stated that students given the C.A.T.S. Procedure would perform 
significantly better by showing a decrease in the number of words recorded in their 
sur·,marics than they did prior to being given the C.A.T.S. Procedure. This was 
hypothesized because prior to instruction children would be inexperienced with 
summarizing. They would more likely have little or no strategies for summarizing and 
they would therefore be more likely to focus on the surface clements of the original text 
rather than the main or supporting details. 
Tv test this hypothesis, a repeated measures analysis of variance was carried out on the 
number of words in the Pretest • Post test and the delayed summary writing task, and a 
significant effect was found, F (2,40 ) = 13.00, p < .00 I. Figure 4.1 shows the 
means for each testing time. 
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------' 
The number of words recorded at Pretest ( M = 73 ) was signiticantly less than the 
number of words in the Posttest (M = 134 ), F ( 120)- 15.88,p < .001 . Therefore 
Hypothesis l is rejected. 
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rigure4.1 . Mean number of Words Recorded in Pretest and Post Test and dcl1yed 
Summary Writing Task. 
4.1.2 Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 stated that the number of words produced in the Pretest would be greater 
than the number of words in the delayed summary writing task. However the number of 
words at Pretest ( M =73) was again found to be less than the number of words in the 
delayed summary writing task ( M = 132), f' ( 1, 20) = 36.24, p < .001. Therefore 
Hypothesis 2 is also rejected. 
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4.13 Summary of Hypotheses I and 2. 
The results indicate that the number of words increased after the C.A.T.S. Procedure 
and remained greater in the delayed summary writing task. There arc several possible 
reasons for the number of words increasing. Firstly, students could be using the delete 
and copy strategy for summarizing , therefore recording more information than is 
necessary. Secm.dly, students may believe that the quantity of writing is more 
important than the quality, for example "more is better". Thirdly, students may have 
increased the number of words recorded because they were selecting more of the 
important and relevant information as a consequence of instruction. To evaluate this 
hypothesis more effectively an analysis of the type of information being recorded needs 
to be considered. This information is investigated in Hypothesis 3-14, and the cause of 
this increase in quantity is further analysed in the Discussion. 
4.2.1 Hypothesis j . 
Hypothesis 3 stated that, prior to children being given C.A.T.S. Procedure. the nuwber 
of main idea statements being recorded in the Pretest would be significantly less that the 
number of main idea statements being recorded at Post test. Thi~, was hypothesized 
because students were bt'-ing given explicit instructions and training in relating information 
to the "gist" of the text, and in the deletion of infonnation which was irrelevant, repetitive 
and redundant. 
To test this hypothesis, an analysis of variance was carried out, and a significant 
difference was found between the Pretest, Post test and the delayed summary writing 
task. F ( 2, 40)::::: 28.67,[1 < .001. Figure 4.2 shows the means for each testing time. 
The number of main idea statements at Pretest ( M:::: 2 ) was signilicantly less than the 
mean number of main idea statements at Post test ( M = 5 ) , F ( 1.20) ::::: 53.80, p < 
.001. Therefore Hypothesis 3 is accepted. 
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Figure 4.2. Mean Number of Main Ideas Statements Recorded in Pretest, Post Test and 
Delayed Summary Writing Task. 
4.2.2. Hypothesis 4 
Hypothesis 4 stated that the number of main idea statements being recorded at Pretest 
would be less than the number of main idea statements being produced at the delayed 
summa!)' writing task. 
The number of main idea statements recorded at Pretest ( M::; 2 ) was found to be 
significantly less than the number of main idea statements recorded in the delayed 
summary task ( M; 5) , F ( I ,20 ) ; 42.26 , p > .00 I. Therefore Hypothesis 4 IS 
accepted. 
4.2.3. Summary of Hyoothcscs 3 and 4. 
The results indicate that following instruction in the C.A.T.S. Procedure, the number 
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of main idea statements being recorded in students' summaries increased significantly 
and that this trend was continued in a delayed summary writing task one month after the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure had ceased. 
4.3.1. Hypothesis 5. 
Hypothesis 5 states that, prior to children being given the C.A.T.S. Procedure, the 
number of supporting details produced in the Pretest would be significantly less than the 
mean number of important ideas produced in Post test. This was hypothesized because 
students were being given explicit instructions ~nd training in relating information to the 
"gist " of the text, and in the deletion of information which was irrelevant, repetitive and 
redundant. 
To test this hypothesis, an analysis l)f variance was carried <'lit. and there was found to 
be no signitieant diffen·nce between the Pretest, Post 'l'cst and the delayed summary 
writing task . F ( 2, 40):::: .72, p>.05. Figme 4.3 shmvs the means for each testing 
time. 
The number of supporting details being re,·orded at Pretest ( M =: 4.47) was not 
significantly ditTerent from the mean number of supporting details being recorded in 
Post Test (/14 = 4.4lJ), F (I ,20) = .29, p > .05. Therefore Hypothesis 5 is 
rejected. 
4.3.2. Hypothesis 6 
Hypothesis 6 stated that the mean number of supporting details produced in the Pretest 
would be significantly less than the mean number of supporting details produced in the 
delayed summary writing test. However there was found to be no signilicant difference 
between pre test and delayed summary writing task, F ( 2. 40) =: .72. p >.05. 
Therefore Hypothesis 6 is rejected. 
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Figure 4.3. Mean Number of Supporting Details Recorded in Pretest. Post Test and 
Delayed Summary Writing Task. 
4J.3. Summary of Hypotheses 5 and 6 
With regards to the number of supporting details being recorded in students' summaries. 
the C.A.T.S. Procedure appears to have made no significant diffcrcnl'C to the number 
supporting details being recorded. 
4.4.1. Hypothesis 7. 
Hypothesis 7 states that, prior to children being given the C.A.T.S. Procedure, the 
mean number of trivial ideas recorded at Pretest would be greater than the mean number 
of trivial ideas recorded at Post test. This was hypothesized because the procedures 
being introduced propowd to give students strategies for determining the level of 
importance of infonnation being presented. 
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Fiourc 4.4. Mean Number of Trivial Ideas Recorded in tlw Pretest , Post Test and 
Oclaycd Summary Writing Task. 
To test this hypothesis, an analysis of varia net• was cnrricd out. and a significant 
difference was found between the Pretest. Post test and the delayed summary writing 
task. F ( 2, 40) = 2'd.67,p <,()OJ. Figure 4.2 shmvs the means for each testing time. 
The number of trivial ideas being recorded in tlw Pretest ( !11 = .95) was significantly 
more than the mean number of trivial ideas in Post Test (M ::;,(}4), F( 1.20) = 11.53, 
p <.OJ. Therefore Hypothesis 7 is accepted. 
4.4.2 Hypothesis 'd 
Hypothesis H stated that the number of trivial ideas being recorded in the Pretest would 
be significantly more than the number of Lrivial ideas produced in the delayed summary 
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writing task. However the number of trivial ideas being recorded in the Pretest ( M = 
.95 ) was not signiticantly difiCreJJce from the mean number of trivial idea~ recorded in 
lhe delayed summary writing t<lsk ( A-/= .52 ) , F ( 1.20 } 2.08, r > .05 . Therefore 
Hypothesis 8 is rejected. 
4.-tJ. Summary of Hypotheses 7 and H 
These results indicate that the number of trivial iJcas being rec.:orded immcJiatc!y after 
training dcc.:rcascd signific.:antly. Hmvcver this trend was not continued inthl' dcl<tycd 
summary writing t<1sk. where there was found to be no significant diffcrcnc.:l' between the 
number of trivial ideas rl'i.:orded in Pretest and the delayed summary writing task. It 
appears that the leaming proc~..·durcs shown i11 Hypothesis 7 were not mailllained or that 
the delayed summary writing task placrJ other cognitive demands on the children \vhich 
made them focus on other aspects of this task, 
-1-.5.1 Hypothesis 9. 
Hypothesis 1) states that. prior to children being givl'll mstruction in the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure, the mean number of verbatim stall..' men Is made in the Pretest would he 
signilicantly more thant~Jc mean number of verbatim statements mat.le in Post Test. This 
was hypothesized be!.:::Hise the C.A.T.S. Pml·cdure proposed to gi\'e students explkit 
instructions on how to sdect texually impor\tiJll infonnation. and condense and l'ombinl' 
information. 
To test this hypothesis. a repeated measures analysis of variance \Vas carried OlH and 
there was no signitieant difference between the mean number of verbatim statements 
recorded in the Pretest, Post test and delayed summary writing task, /'(2,40) = 1.16 
p >,05. figure 4.5 shows the means for each of the testing times. 
The mean number of verbatim statements recorded in the Pretest (M = 5.09) was not 
significantly different from the mean number of verbatim statements made in the Post 
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Test ( /vi= 4.71 ), F ( I, 20) = .18 • p > ,05. Therefore Hypothesis 9 is rejected. 
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Fiuurc 4.5. Mean Number of Verbatim statements Recorded Itt Pretest. Post '1\•st and 
Delayed Summary Writing task. 
4.5.2 Hypothesis 10 
Hypothesis 10 stated th;tt ihc mean number of verbatim statements mt~dc prior to 
instruclion would be significant! y more than the mean lllllll bcr of vcrbati m statement n1adc 
in the delayed summary writing task. However. the number of verbatim statements 
recorded in the Pretest ( M = 5.09) was not siguificant ditTcrcnt from the mcaunumbcr 
of verbatim statements in the delayed summary writing task (M = 3.66). F ( 1.20) 
4.26, p > .05. Therefore based on these results. Hypothesis 10 is rejected. 
4.5.3 Summary of Hypotheses 9 and 10. 
The results indicate that, although the mean number of verbatim statements decreased in 
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each test, the C.A.T.S. Procedure did not reduce significantly the number of verbatim 
copied statements recorded by students in their s'.lmmaries. 
4.6.1 Hypothesis I J. 
Hypothesis II states that, prior to children being given instruction in the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure, the mean number of combined idea statements made in the Pretest would be 
significantly less than the mean nurnberof combined idea statements made in the Post 
test. Thi:,; was hypothesized be,:ause the C.A.T.S. Procedure proposed to give 
stlldents explidt instructions on how to synthesize infonnation amJ begin to combine 
ideas \Vi thin paragraphs and ncross the text. 
To test th!s hypothesis. a repeated measur('S an.1lysis of variance was carried out and 
there wm; n significant difkrent·e het\Vcen the mean number of combined idea 
stall'ments recorded in the !'retest. Post kst and Jl'layed summary writing task. F(2.40) 
:::21.lJO. fl <.(XJI. Figure 4.6 shov .. ·s the means f:lr eaL'i1 of the testing times. 
The number of combined idea statements recorded in the Prell'S! ( ..t/::: 1.42) wa~ 
signiticantly different from the mean nun1ber of combined idea statements made in the 
Post test(;\/:::: 4.90). F( 1,20)::: 23. 15. r <.001. Therefore Hypothesis II is 
accepted. 
4.6.2. Hypothesis 12 
Hypothesis 12 stated that the mean number of l'Ombined idea statements made prior to 
instruction would be signiticantly less than the mean number of combined idea 
statements made in the delayed summary writing task. 
The number of combincJ idea statemrnts recorded in the Pretest ( /H::: 1.42) wa~ found 
to be signiticantly different from the mean number of combined idea statements in the 
delayed summary writing task ( M:::6.14), f'( 1,20) -::44.Sl .[!<,()OJ. Therci'orc 
Hypothesis 12 is accepted. 
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Fiourc. 4.6 Mean Numb.::-r of Combined Idea Statements Recorded In Pretest. Post Test 
and Delayed Summary Writing task. 
4.6.3 Summary of Hypotheses II and \2. 
The results indicated that the nmnbcrof combined idea statements made by students after 
the C.A.T.S. Procedure was significantly more than prior to instruction and that this 
trend was maintained in a delayed summary writing task. 
4.7.1 Hypothesis 13 
Hypothesis 13 states that, prior to children being given instruction in the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure, the mean number of inferential statements made in the Pretest would be 
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significantly less than the mean number of inferential statements made in the Post test. 
This was hypothesized because the C.A.T.S. Procedure proposed to give students 
explicit instructions on how to activate and utilize back ground knowledge in order to 
invent topic sentences. 
To l.estthis hypothesis , a repeated measures analysis of variance was canicd out and a 
significant difference was found between the mean number of infcrcm:cs recorded in the 
Pretest. Post test and ddaycd summary writing task. F (2.40)::::: -t9H, p <.05. 
hgurc 4.7 shows the means for each of the testing times. 
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Figure 4.7. Mean Number of Inferential Statements Recorded In Pretest. Post Test and 
Uclaycd Summary Writing task. 
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4.7.2 Hypothesis !4 
Hypothesis 14 stated that the mean number of inferences made prior to instruction would 
be signiticantly less than the mean number of inferences made in the delayed summary 
writing task. However. the number of inferences recorded in the Pretest ( M = 1.04) 
was not signilicantly different from the mean number of inferences in the delayed 
summary \vriting task ( M = 1.61 ). F ( 1.20 l !.~. {' > .05. 'l'hercforc Hypolhl·sis 
14 is n::jccll"d. 
4.7.3. Summary of Hvpothcscs U ,md 1-t 
The results indicate that whilst the number of inferences being: recorded in students' 
summaries increased immcdi<~tcly follnwing the C.A.T.S. Pro~·cdurc. this trend was not 
maintained in the dclaycU summary writing task. 
4.H 0 Hvpothcsis 15. 
Hypothesis 15 states that thcre is a relationship bctv.·cen reaJing nbility and the amount of 
improvement made after the C.A.T.S. Procedure. It is hypothesized that the lower the 
ability of the reader. as determined by P.A.'I'. Reading (_'omprehension 'l·ests. the greater 
the improvement. in tenus of the amount and type of information being recorded. 
This hypothesis \Vas tested by carrying out a correlational analysis .i.e. Pearson r. 
between the students' abilities on <1 Progressive Achievement Test ( A.C.E.K. 1()73) and 
the differences between their Pretest scores and the Post Test scores. in terms of the 
amount and type of infonm1tion being recorded. It was found that there wns no 
relationship between ability and the amount of improvement. This data arc presented in 
Table 7. 
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Table? 
Showing The Correlation Coefficients between P.A.T. Results and the Number of 
Wo:ds. and Type of Information. 
Variabics P.A.T. 
Words 0.37 
Main Idea Statements -0.60 
Supporting Details 0.16 
Triviallnfonnation 0.00 
Verbatim Statcmcms 0.36 
Combined Idea Statements -0.00 
Inferential Statements -0.07 
4.9. Summary of Results 
Overall, the C.A.T.S. Procedure affected students' summaries in several ways. In the 
amount of infonnation included in summaries, students were found to increase the 
number of words and statements being recorded. In terms of the types of information , 
students increased the number of main idea and tomhined idea statements being 
recorded immcdiatdy following instruction. The delayed sunm1<1ry writing task showed 
that the number of main idea and combined idea slafl!lflents being recorded in the Post 
Test were maintained. The C.A.T.S. Proccdur~ made no difference to the amount of 
verbatim copied statements, nor the amount of supporting details being recorded. 
However, immediately following instruction the amount of trivial infonnation being 
recorded was reduced and the amount of inferences increased, however neither of these 
results was maintained in the delayed summary writing task. 
The improvements made in terms of the type of infommtion being recorded and the type 
of processing being engaged in, were found to be the same regardless of reading ability, 
as detennincd by the P.A.T. Reading Comprehension Test. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. DISCUSSION 
The amount and type of information recorded in students' summaries were analysed in 
order to detcmtinc if the quantities and qualities of summaries were improved after 
having experienced the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
In considering the results of this study, it became obvious that the quantity of information 
was the least important variable under investigation, and that in fact it may be rather a 
rcd~mdant variable when considered with the type of infom1ation being recorded. The 
length alone, docs not show the type of infomwtion being recorded nor the skills used. 
Obviously the length of the summary should be less than the original text, but, the length 
of a summary is not govcmcd by the length of the original text. Rather the length of a 
summary may be govemed by the (a)thc structure. vocabulary m1d content of 
informat:on presented in the original text, (b) the purpose or usc for the summary or, 
(c) the prior knowledge, experience and ability of the summarizer. In this way. the 
quantity of information is not necessarily related to the quality of the summary. In fact , 
research suggests that younger students tend to write more redundant and trivial 
information because of the types of strategies they usc and their inexperience with text and 
the task variables (Brown & Smiley, llJ7!5; Brown eta\., Jl)77; Taylor, 1986; Brown & 
Day, !983; Armbruster, Anderson & Ostertag. Jl)lJI). For these reasons the number of 
words recorded can not be considered in isolation and it is probably for this reason 
that other studies have not considered the number of words as a variable. 
However, the amount of information was recorded to detem1inc if students were 
keeping to the idea of a summary being '1 a concise abstract " of the original text. It was 
hypothesized that students' summaries would decrease in size because of several factors. 
Firstly, 1t was hypothesized that students would write more prior to instmction because 
they did not understand the task of summarizing. 'l'hat is. students' summaries would 
contain more infonnation copied verbatim from the original text and thus sentences 
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recorded would contain less condensed and synthesized information. Secondly, it was 
hypothesized that the summary size would decrease after instruction as a consequence of 
students' increased Understanding of the summary writing task. f-<Or example, it was 
proposed that students would be using more effective selcclion criteria for information 
and they would increase their usc of higher level skills such as topic sentences 
identification or invention, condensing and combining infonnation. However, the n$ults 
reveal that in fact the number of words recorded in students' summaries increased, 
Therefore in order to determine a cause for the increased quantity of information, this 
quantity of information is discussed in relation to the type of infom1ation being 
recorded. 
As mentioned earlier,the quality of students' summaries was determined by the type of 
information and the type of processing apparent in their summary samples. The type of 
information present in students' summaries was rated as main ideas ( very important 
information) supporting details (important information ) and trivinl information 
( Hnimportanl ). The type of processing involved rnting studelils' statements according 
to their resemblance to the original text. That is, statements were rated as (a) verbatim 
copied statements if they used the wording in the original text , (b) combined idea 
statements if more than one main or supporting idea appeared in one statement and (c) 
inferences if the ideas were relevant and important but not mentioned in the original text. 
In order to discuss the effects of the C.A.T.S. Procedure on students' abilities to write 
summaries , the results of this investigation considered the qualities and chamcteristics of 
students' summaries prior to, immediately following and one month after instruction 
in the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
S.l Results fm-om the Pretest. 
Prior to being given the C.A.T.S. Procedure it was hypothesized that students would be 
inexperienced with summarizing. That is, they would have a general understanding of 
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what a summary was but that students would not be able to ::f.::monstrate many strategies 
which would enahl~ them to effectively and efficiently select, condense and combine 
important info:mation. Therefore students' summaries were expected to reveal several 
characteristics. Firstly it was expected that the Pretest summaries would reveal relatively 
small amounts of each type of information and th3t there would be little difference 
between the amount of maiu idea, supporting details and trivial infonnation. Secondly, 
that students would be more inclined to copy verbatim portions of the original text, and in 
this way there would be very little combining, condensing or inferring of ideas. Finally 
as students were expected to copy text rather than condense, combine or infer, it was also 
expected that students would record more infom1ation than was necessary therefore the 
total number of words would be greater than after instructiun. 
In terms of the type of information being rec0rded the lirst expectation was continned. 
In a comparison between the types of infom1ation adult raters suggested were present 
in the Pretest passage "Flowers'', it was found that students recorded approximately one 
third of the main ideas statements , approximately one qumter of the supporting ideas 
and reported one sixth ( or less than I) of the trivial ideas. This information is presented 
in Table g, which illustrates the number of ideas present in the testing passages as rated 
by the teachers and the number of similar ideas present in the students' summaries. 
Whilst this suggests that a relatively small number of main ideas and supporting details 
were in fact being recorded, it also suggests students tended to record less supporting 
details than main ideas. In a comparison between the amount of trivial information 
present, students recorded approximately one sixth of the trivial ideas proposed. In this 
regard, there was a difference between the type of information being recorded. It would 
appear that at the commencement of this study students in this sample were quite apt at 
leaving trivial infonnation out of their summaries, but they found it more dift1Clllt to 
sr.lect main ideas and supporting details. 
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Tabid! 
Table Showing The Number Of Idea Units Present In the Testing Passages As Rated by 
The Adult T";"!Chcrs and Mean Number Recorded By Students 
Main Ideas Support Detail Trivinl 
Pre Test 
Adults 
Students 
6.0 
Post Test Students 
Adults 
Delayed Students 
Summary Adults 
2.0 
5.3 
9.0 
4.7 
9.0 
16.0 
Statements 
4.7 
6.0 
4.5 
13.0 
5.3 
19.0 
.9 
.0 
2.0 
.5 
1.0 
7.3 
10.1 
10.0 
In terms of the type of processing students engaged in, it was found that in the Pretest, 
the mean number of statements recorded by students was 7.3 statements, Of these 
statements, approximately 719'o were verbatim copied statements, 14% were <.:ombincd 
idea statements and 14% inferential statements. This suggests that students were 
relying on the surface clements of the original texts rather than combining ideas or making 
inferences. 
From this evidence it was concluded that at the commencement of instruction most of the 
students were in Garners'( cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986) "deficiency" stage. That is, 
students exhibited behaviours similar to a "novice". The summarizing strategies 
employed were (a) relatively ineffective in enabling students to select or diffcrent;atc mam 
ideas and supporting details and (b) they were confined to surface level processing such 
as copying the original text rather than combining or condensing ideas and inferring 
infonnation. 
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5.2 Results from Post test or Immediately Following C.A.T.S. 
Procedure . 
Immediately following instruction in summarizing it was expected that students' 
summaries would be characterized by an improved quality and an reduced quantity of 
information. In tem1s of the types of information, it was expected that students would 
increase the number of main ideas and supporting details and decrease the number of 
trivial ideas. In tcm1s of the types of processing it was expected that students would be 
less inclined to copy verbatim statements and instead combine ideas more and make 
inferences. ll was c.xpccled that this would result in a decreased quantity of information, 
in other words a reduced amount of words and statements. 
ln tem1s of the type of information it was found that students increased the number of 
main idea statements and reduced the amount of trivial infonnation whilst there was no 
change in the amount of supporting information. In a comparison between the type of 
information adults suggested was present in the testing passage "Electricity''. it was 
found that students were recording approximately one half of the main ideas, 
approximately one third of the supporting details and a negligible amount of trivial 
information ( /1.4 :::: .{)4) Therefore, immediately following instruction students \Vcre 
able to improve the quality of infonnation being re<:ordcd. 
However. the number nf supporting details was not found to be significantly different 
from the Pretest summaries. Either students were already recording most of the 
supporting details or they were not able to engnge in this more refined selection process. 
To determine which was the case, the mean number of supporting details recorded by 
students was compared with the adult ratings of the types of information present in the 
text. Table 8 shows the results of this comparison. In the Pretest text "Flowers", the 
mean Ttumber of supporting details (as selected by the independent raters) was 16.00. 
The mean number of supporting details being recorded by students was 4.47. 
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Immediately following instruction , in the text "Electricity", students mean number of 
supporting statements remained similar ( M = 4.49) but the raters suggested that the 
second passage "Electricity" conlained 13 supporting details. Whilst the ratio may have 
improvt~d slightly, students were generally still not selecting many of the supporting 
details. In this regard it is concluded that stude!lls' abilities to select supporting details 
were not improved and that at this stage students in this sample were still not able to 
discriminate the finer levels of importance. Therefore the C.A.T.S. Procedure did not 
improve students' abilities to discern supporting details. 
Similarly, other studies have reported that children under Year 6 were highly apt at 
discerning main ideas from trivial infonnation, but that idea units of lesser importance 
such as supporting details were harder for children to discriminate ( Hrown . Campione & 
Oay, 1981; Brown, Smiley & Lawton,J')7g ;Brown. Campione & Barclay,llJ7lJ: Hidi & 
Anderson, 1<)g6; Winograd, 1984, Brown & Smiley, 1978; Johnson & Johnson, 1l)87). 
The study done by Brown et al.( 1lJ81 ), suggested that to extract infonnation that was to 
a finer degree of importance meant that the reader needed to be in tunc with not only the 
demands of the task (i.e. what information do I require) but aware of their own memory 
capacity in order to pcrfom1 at a "split mental" level required in reading to learn. Other 
studies ( Brown, Campione & Day, 1981) have found similar results and have suggested 
that the ability to select finer degrees of importance in idea units is also, developmental. 
The results of this study supports , :·is suggestion because the amount of supporting 
details recorded by students remained stable through out the study. suggesting that 
allention to the liner degrees of importance requires deeper processing and text 
manipulation. Therefore, consistent with findings from other studies it would appear 
that selection of most important and least important infonnation is easier and therefore 
the 11rst skill to appear or develop. 
In terms of the l. ~of processing taking place immediately following instruction • 
students were found to increase the number of combined ideas statements and the 
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number of inferences. However, since the number of verbatim statements remained the 
same as the Pretest summaries it was necessary to evaluate whether the level of copying 
was reasonable or excessive. A comparison was made between the number of verbatim 
statements and the total number of statements . It was found that in the Post test the 
number of verbatim statements represented approximately 43% of the total statements 
made by students. This was considered to be excessive in tem1s of students dependence 
on the wording of the original text. 
Since the amount of verbatim copied statements was not found to be significactly different 
from the Pretest this suggests that students continued to rely on copying directly frum 
the text. One reason for this may have been the nature of the text. For example , texts 
wriuen for young audienc,~s tend to represent important ideas and content in an 
already concise and succint·t form. 
Another reason for this reliance on text wording could be related to the amount of text 
manipulation required in order to paraphrase. Students must process at the macro and 
micro structural levels and relate what they arc processing to what they knO\v. Bearing 
in mind the characteristic..·~ with which lht•sc studt•nts began the study. th~ task of 
paraphrasing may have simply been too difficult a task fur them to engage in at this point 
The leamers' characteristics such as a lack of content knowledge and background 
experiences may also be preventing students from being able to process information at this 
level. 
Several other studies also found that in the early development of summary writing 
skills students tend to rely on the surface clements of the text and applied inadequate 
strategies such as deleting trivia and copying the remaining infonnation verbatim (Brown 
& Smiley, 1978;Hrown & Day, 1983). In the present study, the number of verbatim 
statement-; was recorded in order to detem1ine if students were engaging in delete -copy 
strategies and if the C.A.T.S. Procedure could in fact stop the usc of this inadequat.:: 
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strategy. lt was found that the C.A.T.S. Procedure did not make any difference to the 
verbatim copying. 
In terms of the quantity of infonnation, immediately following instruction, students 
increased the a mouTH of information being recorded. The quality of students' summaries 
revealed that the number of main ideas increased and the number of trivial information 
decreased. Students made inferences more often than prior to the C.A.T.S. Procedure. 
The number of supporting detail~ and verbatim copying remained constant, however the 
amount of verbatim copied statements represented 4.Wo of the recorded information . In 
this regard, the increase in quantity was most likely due to the increases in main ideas and 
inferential information. However, one point to be made is that whilst students were 
more aware of the main ideas of the passage they still relied on the text's wording of 
those main ideas because of all the statements recorded in the Post test almost half were 
copied verbatim. This suggests that the selection of information appears to develop first, 
whilst the ability to condense and refine that infom1ation develops later. 
From these results it was concluded that immediately following instruction most students 
were found to be operating in Gamer's (cited in Hidi & Anderson, 1986) second stage 
referred to CIS the "inefficient" stage. That is, students were able to record most of the 
main ideas and leave out information which was irrelevant or trivi<ll. Students were using 
rclative!y ineffective strategies such as delete and copy, but that students were beginning 
to combine ideas within paragraphs and make inferences from their reading. 
5.3 Results From the Delayed Summary Writing Task . 
The delayed summary writing test was designed to test for durability of skills leamcd 
during the C.A.T.S. Procedure therefore the delayed summary writing test was 
conducted one month after tmining had ceased. It was hypothesized that the 
improvements made in the Post Test would be maintai1:ed in the delayed summary writing 
task. Therefore it was expected that in terms of the types of infonnation and the type of 
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processing, students would maintain the improvements made in that Post Tesr and thar 
the increased amount of infom1ation being recorded would also be maintained. 
[n discussing the type of infonnation being recorded, the Pretest and Post Test analysis 
of the number of main ideas being recorded, an increase was found and this was 
m~1intained in the delayed summary writing task. In the Pretest and Post analysis of 
supporting details no significant difference was found and this was also the case in the 
Pretest and delayed summa!)' writing task. The number of trivial details being recorded 
in the Pretest and Post lest .analysis was reduced. but this was not maintained in the 
delayed summary writing task. Students appeared to revert back to the Pretest 
conditions. the mean number of trivial details in the Pretest was .95. which represented 
one sixth of amourtl present in the text. In the Post test the mean number of trivial 
infonnation was .0. and in the delayed summary writing task the mean number of trivial 
information was. 52. In this regard. students were able to discern and disregard most 
of the trivial infom1ation prior to instruction btU they perfonncd more like "experts" in 
the Post test. This more "expert" like perfonnancc in the Post lest was not maintained in 
the delayed summary writing task. Therefore. except for the amount of trivial ideas. the 
type of infom1ation being recorded in the Post test was maintained in the delayed summary 
writing task. 
fn terms of the type of processing. it was found that in the Post test students recorded 
more combined statements and inferences. but the amount of verbatim statements 
remained similar to the Pretest. In the delayed summary writing task it was found that the 
improved number of combined ideas statements was maintained. The amount of verbatim 
copied statements was found to be constant through out the study, therefore the amount of 
verbatim statements being recorded was maintained. However the amount of inferences 
recorded in the Post test was increased whilst in the delayed sum null)' writing task this 
was not maintained. The amount of inferences being recorded returned to the pre test 
conditions. Therefore, except for the amount of inferences, the improved type of text 
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processing evident in the Post test was maintained in the delayed summary writing task. 
With regard to the quantity of information, it was also found that the increased quantity of 
information recorded in the Post test was maintained in the delayed summary writing 
task. Since the improvemcnls made in the Post test were generally maintained in the 
delayed summary writing task it is suggested that the increased quantity of information 
was dtle to the same reasons as in the Post test. 
It was suggested that immediately following instruction in the C.A.T.S. Procedure 
students had increased the quantity and quality of their summaries and that they had 
progressed to the second stage of summary writing skills development suggested by 
Gamer (cited in Hidi & Anderson, l '-JH6). Since the quality and quantity of studcnts 
summaries was generally maintained in the delayed summary \\Tiling task. the students 
have also remained in the "Inefficiency" stage of smmnary writing skills development. 
Therefore the skills and strategies learned in the C.A.T. S. Procedure were durable one 
month after instruction had ceased. 
5.4. The Effects of ~he C.A.T.S. Procedure On the Various Ability 
Groups. 
It was hypothesized that this procedure for teaching summarizing would be of greatest 
benefit to the less able reader. It was believed that because of the explicit nature of its 
instmction ( direct and metacogniti ve instruction rationales) and the non-threatening 
method oflcaming which utilizes and evaluates the students' known strategies and 
knowledge (collaborative teaming theory), that the less able reader would be provided 
with explicit strategies and practice which would result in their improvements being 
greater than the remaining students. This was not found to be the case. It was found that 
there was no difference between the amount of improvcnu.~nt made by the less able readers 
and the remaining subjects. There arc several reasons why this was so. Firstly, at the 
beginning of instruction all students were found to be relatively inexperienced in summary 
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writing and generally employing little or no strategies to help them select, condense or 
combine information. Therefore after 6 weeks of instruction and practice. it would be 
expected that some improvement would be made by all students. 
Secondly, the improvements in students' summaries were found to be in their ability to 
select and discern main ideas and trivia and to combine ideas. These skills and strategies 
were found to be consistent with other studies in that they arc the first and possibly 
easiest skills I strategies to develop. 'l'he length of the study, the amount of practice and 
the typr of instruction could have been responsible for all students developing those early 
skills. It is suggested i.hatthe nature of the C.A.T.S. Procedure. that is in particular th( 
collaborative summary writing. continually reinforced the explicit strategies being used. 
[n this way less able students were able to improve their summary writing strategies 
similarly to other students. In contrast , \vhcn students write summaries alone, they have 
no one to remind them of the rules or strategies. so that if they forget to use these rules or 
strategies they arc not being reinforced. The "two hC'lds arc better than one" theory in 
teaching summary writing allows students access to an increased body of knowledge and 
an effective non-threatening monitoring system. 
However, on a cautionary note, the sample was small. There were only 2 readers 
classiticd as less able, that is. they obtained a raw score of less than 10 on the P.A.T. 
Reading Comprehension Test The distribution of reading abilities as suggested by the 
P.A.T. Reading Comprehension Test A can be found in Figure 5. 
In the correlational analysis between the 21css successful readers and the remanung 
students , the lack of difference between the less able readers and the others may have 
been due to the size of the sample. It may be necessary to compare the differences 
between the less able, average and more able readers in order to identify which type of 
reader is best catered for in this instmction. ln Brown and Day's study, the less 
successful readers were found to benefit more from the explicit instruction. whilst the 
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more able readers required less assistance ( Hrown & Day. 198..1). 
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Frequency Distribution of P.A.T. Reading Comprehension Kaw Score5. 
If a strategy such as the C.A.T.S. Procedure is to be used in a classroom. the mnximum 
effect should be that all ability groups henclit from the instruction. A minimal effect 
would be that one group benefits greatly, whilst the others remain ihe same. Since 
students did improve the quality of their summaries. and there was no marked difference 
in terms of the amount of improvements nmde by students, the cffe('t of the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure can be seen as positive. 
:;,5 Summary of Results 
In summarizing the results, it is relevant to reiterate the purpose for this study. As 
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indicated in the statement of the problem, students find summarizing difficult and this 
study identified three reasons for this. hrstly, the lack of students' knowledge about 
the task requirements of summarizing, which is most likely a consequence of the lack of 
summary writing instruction received from teachers. Secondly. the lack of instruction in 
summary writing is most likely a consequence of the lack of instructional material 
available to teachers about teaching summa1y writing. Thirdly. the lack of instructional 
materials available to teachers has resulted in meager instructional techniques, low 
priority status of summarizing skills, and ti1ercfore a lack of instruction and guided 
practice which would result in the effective development of summary writing skills in 
students. There also appeared to be a clear discrepancy between primary and secondary 
teachers as to who was responsible for teaching summary writing. It appears that each 
group of teachers believed that the other \vas responsible for teaching summary \vriting . 
This again demonstrates the lack of understanding or awareness of the developmental 
nature of summary \vriting ski lis and the time needed to develop these skills. 
In this regard, the aim of this sltldy was to design an instructional format for teaching 
summary writing. Since, the development of summary writing was seen to be the 
responsibility of the primary teachers, primary school students were the focus for 
investigating the effects of the designed procedure. '!'he literature suggested that 
summary writing skills d1:velop slowly and emerge later. however with intervention, 
it was proposed that summary writ.ing skills would be improved and whilst still 
devclopmenl<~l, these skills <.'Ould be taught so that they appear at an earlier stage than if 
left to develop on their own. 
Firstly. in discussing students' understanding of the task requirements of summarizing the 
question arises as to how effective the C.A.T.S. Procedure was, in improving 
students' understanding of the summary writing task. The task requirements of 
summarizing include the ability to select appropriate information. condense I combine that 
information and transform it into a concise fonnat. Whilst the improvements in 
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students' abilities did not place them in the Garner's" efficiency" stage, the 
improvements made were significant in that they were accomplished in a relatively short 
period of time and students were beginning to demonstrate the usc of higher processing 
strategies. The C.A.T.S. Procedure was able to improve and maintain students' abilities 
to select main ideas and to combine ideas . 
Two areas remained constant throughout the study, seemingly not atYectcd by the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure. Firstly, the ability to discriminate finer degrees of importance, 
such as supporting details, remained unaffected. Other studies have found this skill to 
be developmental and not apparent in students under Y car 7. ( Brown, Smiley & Lawton 
,1978; Brown and Campione , l97lJ). Another reason for students not attending to 
supporting details may have been due to '1ncwness" of some strategies being introduced 
in the C.A.T.S. Procedme and the cognitive demands this placed on students. 
A second area which did not seem affected by the C.A.T.S. Procedure was the number 
of verbatim statements being recorded, these remained constant throughout the study. 
The fact that not only were m~ny statements copied verbatim from the original texts, but 
students' summaries closely resembled the order of the original text, both confinns trxt 
dependency. Strategies such as delete and copy arc ineffective but arc employed by 
students because of their lack of confidence. This lack of confidence may be due to 
students' lack of familiarity with the task or students' perceptions that printed material 
presents information "better" than they can. A further variable influencing the verbatim 
copying may be the nature of the t\!sting passages. In particular, the style and 
readability levels of many primary school texts arc already written in simple and concise 
forms. To determine if this was the case, a comparison b>:!twcen the number of verbatim 
statements recorded by adult summarizers would be needed. 
Hnally, two areas improved immediately following instruction but were not maintained in 
the delayed summary writing task. firstly, the ability to discriminate and ignore 
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unimportant infom1ation was found to be improved immediately following instruction. 
This suggests that students may bave been more inclined to record unimportant 
information because of its personal interest rather than textual importance prior to 
C.A.T.S. Procedure. However, immediately following instruction they appeared to be 
more able to ignore this type of information and were in fact exhibiting behaviours 
demonstrated by experts. This behaviour was not continued in the delayed summary 
writing task suggesting that this skill was developed as a consequence of the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure. The fact that it was not continued in the delayed summary writ[ng task further 
suggests that this selection skill was still in the developmental phase . 
A second area which improved immediately following instmction but which was not 
maintained, was the ability to transfonn infonnation and make inferences. The ability to 
transform information is considered a high order skill because it suggests that students arc 
beginning to deliberately and actively engage their own knowledge with that in the text. 
Whilst not critically analysing the infom1ation, it docs demonstrate that students were 
relating what was known to what was read. This <:onnection between the "spontaneous" 
and "non~ spontaneous" concepts supports the fact that the C.A.T.S. Procedure was 
able to create a" zone of proximal development" in the use of transformation skills. The 
fact that it was not maintained suggests that this skill \Vas most likely initiated by the 
instmctional design and format, and that full intemalization of this skill had not been 
developed enough for students to employ this strategy independently. 
Another reason for students finding summary writing difficult was the lack of instruction 
in summary writing which is most likely a consequence of the lack of instructional 
material available to teachers about teaching summary writing. In this regard, the present 
study aimed to design a procedure for teaching summary writing which would not isolate 
the summary writing task but incorporate it into either a content or language area. In this 
way, teachers would not require any extra curricui·Jm space to teach summary writing. 
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This approach involved integration with a content area subject, which is of no 
consequence to the instructional design , therefore teachers may choose one or more 
subjects in which to integrate content with the C.A.T.S. Procedure. The nature of this 
form of instruction is that of collaboration between the teacher and the students in a) 
identifying what they arc doing, b) evaluating its effectiveness and c), suggesting/ 
sharing more effective or efficient methods to replace those deemed ineffective. In 
adopting this procedure teachers have only to keep in mind the processes and objectives 
involved in summary writing. The collaborative or co-operative means by which 
students arrive at that goal is relatively unrestricted. Therefore, using the C.A.T.S. 
Procedure to teach summary writing, teachers in both the primary and secondary sectors 
of education can introduce summary writing without losing either content or whole 
language teaching such as arc currently being employed in many primary classrooms. 
The complexity of the summary writing task has been identified in both the literature 
review and the C.A.T.S. Procedure modules, however the proposed perceptions of 
summary writing as a" low priority skill" has not really been addressed in this study. It 
is suggested that in using the C.A.T.S. Procedure teachers \vould increase their 
awareness of the task parameters of summary writing and the time needed to develop 
these skills. Perhaps if the C.A.T.S. Procedure had measured the content knowledge 
recall as well as the summary writing skills. and had found this to also improve. this 
may enhance teachers' perceptions of the summary writing as a valuable tool for study. 
One difference perceived between the Pre and Post Test summaries which was not 
measured in this study but which was visually obvious wns the degree of organization 
present in the Post Test summaries. Seveml organizational features became evident in 
students' summaries. For example ,in the Pretest, the usc of underlining was generally 
random and unorganized. In contrast. the Post Test and delayed summary writing task 
summaries showed more underlining and writing in the margins. There was evidence of 
rule usage, in that either the "little" words were crossed out or the key words were 
highlighted. In terms of the students' summaries, there was also more evidence of 
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formal paragraphs. This is discussed further in Recommendations for Futures Studies. 
The results of this study indic<Ue that although students were able to improve some of 
their skills in summary writing, some skills \Ve,·e not being transferred. In this regard, 
those ski lis which were dcvelop\.'d as a consequence of the instruction, but were not 
maintained in the delayed summary writing task indicated that more time and practice was 
needed. ll is this issue of time which is important. As with many skills in other are<1s, it 
is important to provide not only practice when developing skills but in order to maintain 
levels of expertise the practice must be continued and regular. The nature of the 
C.A.T.S. Procedure is particularly flexible in this regard because it was developed with 
integrat1on in mind. 
Finally, this study was able to show that the C.A.T.S. Procedure \Vas able to promote 
the early development of some of the more ''higher order skills". '!'he fact that some 
of these higher order skills were beginning to be demonstrated suggests that \Vith further 
practice these skills would become intcmalized and generalized by students. Therefore. 
it the responsibility of primary tem:hers to begin instruction and practice in summary 
writing skills, but it is also the responsibility of secondary tcachns to continue that 
instruction and provide guided practice. 
The success in training students to write better quality summaries highlights the need for 
teachers to plan language proE,rammcs with consideration to n) the influences of task. 
text, Ieamer characteristics and strategies, b) identifying the processes involved in any 
comprehension skill such as summary writing in order to emphasize the strategies 
needed to perform the task effectively. c) explicit instructions in order for students to 
identify and experience success with the strategies. d) using collaborative and co-
operative teaching methods which allowed students to work from their own baseline in 
non-threatening situations with peers while at the same time promoting "learning" as a 
negotiating and sharing of culture between teachers and students • e) providing a context 
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in which the skills will be applied naturally and more realistically in order for skills to be 
internalized and become transferable. 
From these results it can be seen that by combining direct instruction, metacognitivc 
instruction and co-operative teaming students were successful in attaining summary 
writing skills previously considered 'developmental'. More importantly, that 
intervention which involved increasing teacher awareness of the task parameters and 
careful planning procedures which included opportunities for students to identify. 
practise and develop skills collaboratively, were able to improve students' summary 
\Vriting abHitics. 
5.6 Limitottions of this Study and implication for Further Studies. 
This sllldy is limited by a IILI!11bcr of factors. hrstly, the sample si7.c was small and the 
sample was from one class only. Therefore , the results obtained 111 this study may not 
be representative of the population. In this regard it would be advisable to increase the 
sample size and to include a control group. This study ;:lsked students to summarize a 
total of 12 passages. Whilst this study and secondary teachers do not consider current 
summary writing instruction to be adequate, in order to determine if the improved skills 
developed as a consequence of the C.A.T.S. Procedure and not simply as a 
consequence of" practice", a control group should also be asked to summarize the same 
pass<lgcs. 
Secondly, in rating the idea units of the testing passages, teachers expressed difficulty 
rating ideas as very important etc., because they were unsure of the purpose for the 
ratings. Some teachers suggested they rated the ideas based on what they thought children 
should include in their summary, whilst others rated the ideas based on \vhat they thought 
should appear in a summary. It is suggested that any future studies ask teachers to rate 
ideas as either main ideas, supporting details or trivial information because, the terms " 
very important, important and unimportant" arc somewhat more vague and open to 
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different interpretations as experienced by the raters in this study. However, one 
advantage of this study was the use of 8 adult raters as compared to other studies which 
only employed 2 adult ratings . 
Thirdly as tbe type of information to be extracted from a text is governed by the purpose, 
it may be more realistic for teachers to summarize the testing passages and for the 
information presented in the adult summaries to be compared to the students. It would 
still be necessary for the ideas units in the passages to be rated in order to detcnnine 
differences in the type of infonnntion being recorded. It is suggested that adults be asked 
to summarize the testing passages and that frequency with which ideas appear be given 
ratings. 
Another limitation in this study is the usc of similar genre types in the testing and practice 
passages. The texts were intentionally untouched in both the content and styles. They 
were not controlled in any way because this study was designing a procedure for primary 
classroom teachers to usc. Therefore the types of texts were eonsidered to be 
representative of the texts avai \able to primary cla..•;sroom teachers and in curriculum 
content areas or topics. The texts were chosen as they would be chosen by primary 
classroom teachers. that is they were chosen because of their applicability to classroom 
themes and content. It may be that in designing a programme of instruction which extends 
the summary writing skills to lower secondary students that a greater variety of genre 
types be introduced. 
Whilst this study investigated the durability of the summary writing skills being taught 
under the C.A.T.S. Procedure. it must be recognised that as with any new skills being 
developed, if the skills arc not practiced regularly then those skills developed and the level 
of expertise attained will drop off. One of the main reasons for developing the C.A.'J'.S. 
Procedure was to provide teachers with a framework in which a) to teach summary 
writing and b) to practice summary writing. In this regard a framework has been 
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provided, but the 6 week learning programme must be developed further in order for 
students' skills in summary writing to also develop. 'P:..::. 0 week C.A.T.S. Procedure 
developed some of the basic skills necessary for summary writ:ng, but not all of them. 
Teachers or researchers need to dctennine the levels of skills c1tainment and move 
students on to the more complicated , higher order skills. Therefore , in order to develop 
effective and efficient summarizing skills in students it may be necessary to draw up a 
summary writing skills continua. Within the continua, phases could be developed 
which include a) key behaviours,obvious and overt, apparent in the development of the 
main skills and b) strategies stadents engage in when developing summary \\Tiling 
skills. It is felt that a summary writing continua could greatly benefit instruction in 
summary writing because it would show the development of the process skills and 
students indicators which could be used to identify \Vhcre particular students were in 
relation to becoming proficient summarizers. Plotting children on a continua would also 
have diagnostic value in that. knowing where a student was on the contilllllllll provides 
a individualized teaming programme. 
'l'hercforc future studies co·Jid look to developing a summarizing continua and investigate 
the reliability of placing students on it. The placing of students on such a continua \vould 
in tum provide focus and direction in the teaching of summarizing. On('C students were 
placed on a developmental continua. procedures such as the C.A.T.S. Procedure 
could be evaluated and their applicability to certain phases in the development ot summary 
writing skills determined. It may well be that the C.A.T.S. Procedure \Vould fit more 
comfortably in the earlier phases of summary writing skills development, nnd strategies 
such as Armbruster et al.( 19~) problem- solution frameworks would be more suitable 
towards the end of the summary writing continua. 
Finally, the data collected in this study focused on the type of infommtion and strategies 
performed by students. when summarizing. It was felt that this study contained 
potentially valuable qualitative information which was not measured btu which also 
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suggested students' learning outcomes. for example when students summarized the 
testing passages , their usc of the original text was not considered . However the 
original texts clearly showed whether students were applying the mlcs taught or if they 
had progressed to underlining or note-taking. Also the dass journal and the slUdents' 
personal joumals contained potentially important information which was not used in these 
results. Therefore it would be recommended that some of the more qualitative aspects of 
the study be utilized as evidence of students' learning. 
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Raw Data From Students Summaries i I ! 1 ! I 
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APPENDIX 2 
' ! 
STUDENT CHECKLIST FOR 
C.A.T.S. PROCEDURE 
~t\~1:; ........................................................ . 
DATE;oooooooOoooooonooonoooooo 
GETTING READY TO READ: 
Use the picture 
Use the title 
Use words that stand out 
( capital letters, dates, italics) 
Predict story type 
Predict what you will read about. 
Predict how it will be organized. 
SUMMARIZING: 
Get rid of the little words 
Get rid of words that mean the same 
Get rid of lists 
Select or make up topic sentences 
Select important information that 
supports topics. 
AFTER SUMMARIZING: 
Do topics relate to one another & title 
Are the paragraphs in good order 
Do sentences relate to the topics 
Is there too much description 
Does it make sense. 
Proof read 
,; ________________ _ 
